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EIGHTIETH COMMENCEMENT

Illinois State Normal University
Wesleyan-Normal Baseball Game
Fans Field, Bloomington, 2 :30

June 3
P.M.

President's Reception to Graduating Classes, Alumni and Faculty June 3
Fell Hall, 8 :30 P.M.
Dinner for Representatives of Alumni Clubs, Alumni
Association Officers, and Public Relations Committee
Fell Hall, 12:00 M.

June 4

Baccalaureate Services

June 4
Capen Auditorium, 3:00 P .M.

Sunday Evening Concert by University Music Organizations
Capen Auditorium, 8:00 P.M.

June 4

Class Reunions (Classes of 1889, 1899, 1909, 1914,
1919, 1929)
Student Lounge, 9:30 A.M.

June 5

A lumni Commencement Luncheon

June 5

Fell Hall, II: 30

A.M .

University Commencement

Outdoor Amphitheater, 3 :00

June 5
P.M.
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Reunions for
Members of the Class of 1899:

Dear Classmates of 181;9:
For the past six years I have lived in Normal, within ,l
block of the campus, where hundreds of students p,ss my
door every day. So I can say co111e back for the fiftieth
anniversary of our g raduation. Many of us have already
p,ssed into the Great Beyond. We shall not poss this way
again.
Lay aside your accustomed duties and come back to Old
Normal for a few days. The visit will do your hearts good.
Stop off on your way to the fair. Get the thrill that I
experienced when I came back after an absence of eighteen
years and saw the wonderful expansion in fine new buildings. These are the outward symbols of the real growth and
development of the institution.
Truly Normal has kept pace with the world and is still
in the lead as she was in our day. Come back and renew
your youth, review the past fifty years and get inspiration
and courage for the next twenty-five years.

If you just can't rome, send us a letter or picture or both.
We want to hear f1om both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
There were twenty.nine of us in l889. Will there be nine
of us here in 1939?
Lc,ella Denman Hanna

Another ten years has slipped by and the class of ·99
will have its fortieth anniversary this year on June the fifth.
I know you arc saying, "It cannot be that this is our fortieth
anniversary," but the calendar tells the story and we must
concede the fact.
We shall find it a very delightful fact too if only we all
get together on the campus of our beloved I. S. N. U. when
the Commencement season arrives. Those of us who are
here are eager for you to see the devlopment of the school,
its growth in members, its material improvements, the new
buildings which are being constructed, and best of all the
fine spirit which prevails among the students and faculty.
Can you not come for the president's reception in Fell
Hall on Saturday evening, June the third, the Baccalaureate
services on Suncby afternoon, June the fou rth' If you cannot come so early, at least be here for our class meeting
Monday morning, June the fifth, the alumni luncheon at
noon, and the Commencement exercises in the afternoon.
It will be worth coming just to see the academic procession
and to participate in the other features of the Commencement exercises which will be held in our lovely out.door
amphitheatre. Do write us that we may expect you.
0. Lillian Barton
President of the Class of 1899

To the Class of 1909:
This is an urgent call for the thirtieth reunion of the
Class of 1909 on the I. S. N. U. Commencement day, June 5.
Let us make the necessary effort to be present and renew
acquaintances with one another and with "Our Normal
Fair."

If this were a veterans' reunion I could offer "The
g reatest show you ever saw- beer and pretzels." But my
little daughter says, "You should keep your mind on worthy
objectives." Our objective is a reunion worthy of our
thirtieth anniversary. Do come.
Harry L. Diehl
Vice.President ( Emeritus)
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Alumni at Commencement
To the Class of 1914:
Believe it or not- and I am one who finds it hard to
believe-next June 5 will mark the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the Class of 1914. Of course we were the finest class
that ever graduated from Old Normal up to that time, but
- I ~vonder if they have succeeded in maintaining the high
standards which we established, or even, perhaps, improving upon them. Maybe t hey have worked out a few changes
in the physical surroundings since those grand and glorious
days. Frankly, I'm not able to give a really authoritative
statement on either of these points, and I suspect there are
many other "fourteeners" in the same boat with me. I'm
going down there o n next June 5 and see for myself. Guy
Buzzard and all the gang will be there. H ow about you?
Will wt see you there? There'll be a lot of things to talk
about and a fine program of th ings to do.
You know, most of us aren't so far from the o ld school,
and haven't been at any time in all these years, but we just
get too deeply immersed in the hum drum of our jobs, our
families, and the daily g rind. Let's take time this year to
stock up with a fresh cargo of hope, and inspiration, and
courage from the fountainhead which sent us forth ,vith
such faith and ambition when we were youngec. Let's
meet together as a class o~ce more. Make your plans now
to be at Normal on June 5.
R. E. Ga rrett
P resident, Class of l914

Dear Classmates o f 1919,
Just nineteen years ago you heard f rom me urging you
to come back to Commencement the first year after graduation. Some of you came, some of you wrote letters, some of
you sent telegrams, and some of you did nothing. Won't
you let us hear from you in one way or another this yearour twentieth anniversary year? What you have been doing
for twenty years may seem trivial to you, but your classmates are interested in hearing from you.
Miriam Manchester
P resident, Class of 19 L9
MAY, 1939

Class of '29 : Call co Order
Ten years have passed since you took that last long march
across the stage to get your sheepskin, then to be greeted
by true friends and proud relatives- at last you were ::m
'"educated'" man.
Ten years of teaching have mellowed you, and they have
scattered you throughout the states. By now you, perhaps,
carry not only the weight but responsibilities of · life as
heavy as those borne by such substantial citizens as the
clergy or bankers. You are now professional men and
women, have assumed the mannerisms peculiar to your
work ; and it is hoped, have found life as challenging as
noted by the Commencement speaker .ten years ago.
It is the custom for old friends to meet at their university home every ten years. The class of t 929 will gather
at Old Normal June 5, 1939, there to renew old friendships, lunch together, and in the afternoon watch the g raduates of I 939 take that long walk toward the rostrum that
we took ten yea rs ago. When the president calls the meeting to order, will you be there?
Walker D. Wyman
President of the Class of 1929

To All Alumni:
from all reports the Commencement season of 1939 will
see more alumni returning to the campus of Jllinois State
Normal University than in any previous year. Beginning
with the baseball game on Saturday and ending with the
Commencement program on Monday afternoon there will
be enjoyable activities for all of us as well as the unusual
opportunities to meet one another.
The officers of the association are looking forward to a
record attendance at the alumni luncheon on Monday. With
optimistic reports coming in from the various alumni clubs
over the state, this occasion will mark the close of one of
our most successful alumni years as well as inspire us for
bigger and better things in the year just ahead.
Will I see you June 4-J une 6?
William Small
President, I. S. N . U.
Alumni Association

AMERICA STILL CALLS
What is the challenge facing American teachers today? Dr.
Branom answers the question in terms of citizenship and points
out that America is in danger of becoming a second-class country
unless its people are trained to practice conservation of natural
resources.

ITwas only yesterday in the history of mankind when the
first permanent English settlement was made in what is
now the United States. Slowly, but gradually, others came
into being along the Atlantic coast until there were thirteen
colonies. The settlers were fearless people who dared to go
far from their native lands to make new homes in an almost unkno·.vn wilderness. They were seeking new opportunities, and they wanted more freedom than they had 01
could ever possibly hope to have in their old homes in
Europe.
On account of the character of the people and the re•
soarces of the country, the colonies prospered. The people
developed the resources of the land and the principles of
democratic government in the hard and sometimes cruel
school of experience. By July 4, 1776, the colonies had
m1dc so much progress that they felt they no longer needed
the guiding hand of their mother country, England. Hence,
they declared themselves to be independent states with no
allegiance to the British crown.
The colonies did not win their freedom without a struggle but had to suffer and fight for it. Many a person gave
everything he had, even his life, in order that the land he
loved might be free and independent. Today, most of us
take liberty for granted, and it is difficult to realize the
great cost which the colonies had to pay for lighting the
torch of freedom that has been shining ever since.
Within a space of a little more than I 50 years, our
country has more than trebled its a rea, and its population
has. increased approximately thirty-two hundred per cent.
The time when Uncle Sam h1S free land for everyone has
passed. Homesteading of such areas is now a matter of
history. No longer is there a frontier to which pioneers
may move and find good farm land just for settling on it.
4

Since the p'oneer stage in the history of our country has
passed and since so m:i.ny serious problems have arisen within the past few years, many people are wondering if the
United States is still a land of opportunity. Yes, the United
States is still a land of opportunity and the crying need is
for leaders who can point the way to making better use of
our resources.

Our Reso11rces
The United States has greater resources than any other
country on the earth. The climate over much of the area
is favorable for the development of man and g rowth of
crops. There are large areas of fertile soil on which many
different kinds of crops may be grown. Approximately
twenty per cent of the United States is used for crops, but
it is thought that somewhat more than fifty per cent is
capable of growing crops. The United States leads all the
rest of the world in the production of corn, cotton, fruits,
and dairy products. Our country also ranks near the top
in the production of cattle, hogs, and sheep. About onefourth of the country is covered with forest, and the United
States uses more wood than any other country. There are
large deposits of coal, petroleum, natural gas, iron ore,
copper, lead, zinc, gold, silver, bauxite, sulphur, salt, phosphates, and other minerals. The United States has about
one-half of all the known coal reserves of the world and
about one.fourth of the known iron ore reserves. Our
country ranks fi rst in the production of coal, petroleum,
copper, iron ore, lead, zinc, and phosphates. The U nited
States has many water•power sites where electric power is
generated. In fact our country ranks first in developed
water power, having about three-tenths of all the developed
water power in the world.
As a whole, the people of the United States have been
THE ALU MNI QUARTERLY

by Frederick K. Branom
One of the beauty spots the
earJy pioneers found when they
came to America was Natural
Bridge,

very wasteful. Our resources are so great that most of us
have never given much thought to the possibility of their
becoming scarce. Most of us have used our resources with
little thought of tomorrow. Too many of us have gone on

the assumption that our soils, minerals, and forests ar'.!
inexhaustible. Too often we hear the expression, "Why
does it matter if we waste wood, coal, oil, or some other
product ? We are living in a scientific age and science can
discover or invent something to take the place of any
product which becomes ~carce." It is true that science has
dorie marvelous things in the past and it will continue to
play a ve ry important part in the future, but science can
only go so far. It takes time for scientific discoveries and
inve ntions to be made, and in some cases the expense is
very great. For example, science has shown us how to get
lubricants and motor foel from coal and oil shale, but only
at a cost of several times what the Ame rican people must
now pay for these products.
We have been so wasteful that some people have raised
the question as to whether or not the United States will
remain a g reat nation for many years to come. During past
years, wind and running water have destroyed approximately
50,000,000 acres of land on which crops cannot now grow;
and about 50,000,000 additional acres of land are in almost
an equally bad condition. And this is not all. Some
I 00,000,000 acres of land which are now mainly under
cultivation have lost the greater part of their productive
top-soil. And to complete the story, we must add many
othe r millions of acres on which wind and water are actively
engaged in carrying away tons of rich soil. In making the
soil yield an abundance of useful and needed materials, man
has aided the forces of erosion. It is high time that these
forces of erosion are checked if we do not want large areas
of our country to become almost as useless as deserts.
Mining is sometimes called a robber industry because
when minerals arc taken from the g round, nothing is left
in their place. Man may cause trees and c rops to grow, but
he cannot cause minerals to form in the ground. Today,
we believe that minerals are being mined and consumed in
the United States many times more rapidly than they are
being made by Nature within a few thousand feet of the
surf ace.
Much wasteful mining has occurred in the past. For
every ton of anthracite coal mined, about one ton has been
lost ; while for every ton of bituminous coal mined, about
MAY, 1939

near

Roanoke,

Va.

Under the bridge toda)' is s till
the survey marker of George
Washington.

The photograph on the op-

posite page is o f Norris Dam,
a T.V.A. project completed in
1936, near Knoxville, Tenn.

one-half of a ton has been lost. Of course, it is impossible
to avoid all loss of coal in mining, but needless loss should
not be permitted. Do we waste coal' What about the large
amount of smoke that is hurled into the air as unconsumed
coal'
Much waste and loss are connected with the oil industry.
In some places thousands of dollars have been spent in
digging unnecessary wells. T here have been times when too
much oil was pumped from the ground. A large numbe r .
of oil wells permits natural gas to escape from the grou nd.
It is natural gas that forces the oil to flow th rough the pores
of sandstone or limestone and to rise in the wells. Too
little pressure causes the oil to stay deep in the g round.
Under the best mining conditions of today, only about
twenty-five per cent of the oil that is in the g round is
recovered.
Do we waste oil products? Just stay a few hours around
almost any busy gasoline station and you will probably see
careless motorists and gasoline attendants wasting oil and
gasoline.
When the white man first touched the shores of our
country, he found the eastern part of the land covered with
forests. A person could travel mile after mile through very
fine stands of timber. Never will man have the opportunity
again of seeing such a wealth and variety of timber. Since
that time so much of the timber has been cut, used, burned,
wasted, and destroyed by insects, that much of the original
forested land no longer has trees. One tree may furnish the
wood for thousands of matches, but a sing le match can
cause a fire which may destroy thousands of trees and do
much other damage. Lives are often lost, buildings a re
burned, and the soil is damaged. It is estimated that timbe r
is being removed from our forests about twice as fast ,\S

it grows. If this condition continues, any thinking person
knows that it is only a question of time before we shall not
have enough timber to supply our needs.

The Challenge to Teache,-s
What are we going to do about the great problem of
waste' Are we going to stand idly by and watch our resources shrink until we become a second-class country? Or
are we going to do all in our power to see that our resources
are used with the maximum of efficiency and the minimum
of waste? One great challenge to the teachers of America
is to try to train the people to practice conservation of
natural resources so that the coming generation will Jive
richer and fuller lives.
Today, many people talk about a changing world. They
mean that new problems are ever confronting us. What a
great change has taken place during the past thirty-nine
years' In 1900, the automobile was just coming into use
and was still considered a curiosity by most people. Today,
we have one automobile for every five of our inhabitants.
In 1900, there were about one million telephones in our
country. Today, we have more than 18,000,000 telephones.
Thirty-nine years ago, the motion picture had not come
into general use, and no one had listened to the radio. Today it is estimated that eighty-two families out of every one
hundred families in our country have radios. Approximately 12,000,000 persons daily attend motion picture
shows.

IN1900, many people thought that man would never be
able to make an airplane which could fly successfully
through the air. Today, airplanes fly almost everywhere
over the surface of the earth. People even shudder to
think what great damage ai rplanes of the bomber type
might do to the populated centers and factories of an
enemy in time of war.

Thirty-nine years ago, who would ever have thought
that cloth would be made out of milk, wood, and glass.
Who would ever have dreamed that such an invention as
the photoelectric cell, commonly called the electric eye,
would come into use. This eye does many remarkable
things such as sorting cans, opening doors, turning on
lights, protecting buildings from fi res, and controlling
traffic.
We are surely living in a world where great changes are
taking place and the problems of today are much more
complex than the problems of the past. Yet we must not
think that people of other ages have not had problems to
solve. Too many of us live in our small world and know
very little about the past. Since our knowledge is limited,
we often think that the problems of today are much more
difficult than the problems which have confronted the
people at various periods throughout the history of mankind.
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If we read history, we shall learn that people have always
had problems to solve and that some of the problems were
very difficult. It is probably true that when we think of
the stage of our advancement and the stage of advancement
of people living in past years, problems of today are not
more difficult than the problems that people faced at certain periods during the past.

T HE story of mankind is the struggle that man has gone
through in solving the problems of life. Our advanced
civilization has not been gained without a struggle. Man
has gained knowledge in order that he may have the power
to advance. , Knowledge is power in that it enables man to
accomplish certain things. Thus in being educated, a student should not only obtain knowledge, but he should have
the power of usrng that knowledge wisely.
As long as we advance along the road of civilization
great problems will always confront us. The successful
solving of a big problem means that we have made a step
forward. It is only when we lack the foresight or energy
to overcome difficulties that we move backward along the

road of civilization.
During recent years, the schools have put much stress upon citizenship. Probably no large group of teachers would
agree upon all the qualities which a good citizen should
possess. but there are certain qualities upon which all
teachers generally agree.
Practically all teachers agree that a good citizen is one
who, according to his abilities and opportunities ( I) takes
part in public affairs; (2) cooperates and works in harmony
with his fellowmen; (3 ) pays his just debts; ( 4 ) tries to
understand the local, state, national, and international
problems of the day; ( 5) supports and wisely looks after
his family; (6) supports all causes which are for the betterment of mankind and condemns those which tend to degrade mankind, and (7) tries in various ways to make this
world a better place in which all people may live. Certain
responsibilities, as well as certain pleasures, go with being
a good citizen; and at times a good citizen may have to act
contrary to the wishes of some of his friends.

THEgreat problem of teaching is to furnish the pupils
those life experiences which (!) teach therri the meaning of good citizenship ; (2) create within them the desire
to form the right ideals, habits, and attitudes ; ( 3) give them
the most permanent and valuable things in life; ( 4) give
them an understanding of our modern social institutions;
( 5) help them to find their places in society and to play
their part in the affairs of life, and (6) give them an
understanding of the more important problems of the
people throughout the world.
· The challenge to American teachers is to see that the
children of today receive the kind of education that will
cause our country to keep on developing materially, intellectually, socially, and spiritually.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Walter Dill Scott

"W

ALTER and l saw that N orthwestern University was
compelled to appoint a new president, and we de-

cided to attempt to secure the position for one or the other

of us. Walter ag reed to exert his influence for me, and I
agreed to exert my inAuence for \X/alter. Walter did n't
have much influence." In this way John Adams Scott (high
school 1887) nineteen years ago explained the appointment
of his bro:hcr \X/a lte r Dill Scott (high school 1891) to t he

presidency of Northwestern University.
With President Scott's retirement drawing near, Northwestern University finds that it has increased its enrollment
by one-third; h:ts quadrupled the amount expended annually
for maintenance and instruction, while yet balancing its
budget; has quadrupled the value of its plant and quintupled its endowment during the regime of this N ormal
University H ig h School graduate and proposes to e rect a
memorial ha ll to the president and his wife.
The early story of \X/alter D ill Scott cannot be told apart
from that of his brother John and three sisters, all of whom
grew up together on a Cooksville, Illinois, farm. Walter's
college fund was begun when a neighbor presented him
with two orphan pigs, which he later traded judiciously for
a calf and colt, the sale of the horse bringing him $125.
Following his brother lo Northwestern University as he
had to high school, \X/alter received his bachelor's degree

MAY, 1939
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and Phi Beta Kappa key in 1895. Miss Anna Ma rcy Mi lle r

became his wife in l898, the same year in which he was
graduated frorn the McCormick Theological Seminary.
The )'Oung rouple then went to Germany where Walter
Dill Scott studie!d at the University of Leipzig, receiving
his doctorate in psychology and educational administration
in 1900.
During the twenty-year period between his retu rn to· the
United States and appointment to Northwestcrn's 'hig hest
administrative office, Dr. Scott was professor of psycho logy
and pedagogy at Northwestern and director of the psy-

chology h1borntory, director of Carnegie lnstitutc's bureau
of salesmanship research, and colonel in the United States
Army. "For especially meritorious and conspicuous service
in originating, organizing, and putting into operation the
system of classification of en listed personnel now used in
the United States Army," he was awarded the Distinguished
Service Medal.
As a farm boy, University High School g raduate, North-

western and Leipzig University alumnus, pioneer in th':!
application of psychology to industrial problems, professor,
and ann)' officer, \X/alter Dill Scott became president of

Northwestern, He has served twice as long as any of his
predecessors and will leave behind him when he retires next
fall a remarkable record of achievement.
7

FRESHMAN TESTS AT I. S. N. U.
"JT

all kinds of people to make a world" or, "No
two people are alike" are truisms which are widely
recognized. All common-sense, every-day observation seems
to support them. What is still more worthy of our consideration is that these statements ·are likewise well authenticated by scientific observations. It is not always true that
scientific observation supports the conclusions of common
sense. The former is more painstaking, is carried on with
the express purpose of uncovering that which is pot obvious, and seeks to verify its findings by rigorous tests. Common sense observation is naive, that is, it takes things as
they seem. Scientific findings often cause dismay on the
part of those who have held contrary beliefs. The facts of
individual differences do not present such a situation. The
layman is likely to say, "Of course there are individual differences; everyone knows that."
TAKES

Not only has psychological study shown the existence of
individual differences, but it has also provided means of
indicating the extent of individual differences in quantitative terms, and of showing how great is the range of these
differences. Individual differences are now susceptible to
measurement. Particularly is this true in the case of intelligence.
Homerfr Legend Depicts Testing
In the Odyssey there is an instance of the application of
what might be called an intelligence test. On one occasion
in the course of his travels, Odysseus was required to demonstrate that he could plow a straight furrow along the
beach before he was admitted to the society of the people
into whose hands he had fallen. This was a forerunner of
the procedure at Ellis Island. That such an event probably
never occurred is of no consequence; the fact that the idea
was present in the Homeric legend shows an early recognition of the facts of individual d ifferences.
Nothing very definite was done about the measurement
of intelligence until about 1890. Galton in England, Cattel
in America, and Binet in France were attempting to devise
tests by which differences in ability could be measured.
Cattel gave numerous tests to freshmen at Columbia University in the hope that some of the tests would prove useful. A few years later, Goddard, working with the feebleminded at the Training School at Vineland, N. J., also
became interested in finding suitable means for determining
the degree of mental deficiency. Hean and Rivers, perhaps
getting their inspiration from Galton, and thus indirectly
from Darwin, went on an expedition to Tierra de! Fuego.
They were interested in the problem of human variability
8

and included among their measurements some which it was
hoped might indicate differences in intellectual ability.
·
It was Binet who, in Paris, about 1904, announced what
lacer proved to be a solution of the problem. He had a tes\
wnich proved remarkably valid. Goddard brought the test
to I his country, translated it, and made necessary changes.
In 1.9 16, Terman at Stanford University published a revd, ,n which has been the most widely used test in this
co:111try. In 1937, Terman published a second revision
wl,id, is undoubtedly of great merit.
Gro11p Tew Used Extensively
At about the time of the World War, group tests whereby large numbers of people could be testsd at one time
were Ii rst used extensively. The use of these tests during
the war gave great impetus to the whole effect with the
result that many new tests were made. The early enthusiasm led to many abuses of tests by incompetent people with
the result that much adverse opinion of testing was created.
Most of this opinion has died away. Testing is on secure
footing, and when given and interpreted by competent
people tests have numerous benefits.
From various sources there also developed an interest in
measuring achievement in school subjects. The result has
been the development of a wide-spread use of objective
tests of all kinds. Testing has become an accepted procedure in almost all schools. We may well wonder why. Is it
just because the tests are a_vailable, or is it because they contribute something necessary and useful to our educational

endeavors?
A h istory of educational thought, at least in the more
recent decades, indicates that knowing the characteristics of
those seeking instruction is a fundamental step in the educational process. The purpose of this knowledge is usually

The purpose of the testing program at
Normal, carried out each year during Freshman Week, is explained in this article by Dr.
Marzolf, chairman of the Test Committee.
Freshman testing at Illinois State Normal University began in the autumn of 1925,
according to Dr. H. A. Peterson, head of the
psychology department, who directed the
work in the early days. General intelligence,
language, reading, and spelling tests were
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

by Stauley S. Mm·zolf

described in terms of the help it g ives the teaching staff in
understanding the problems of the individual student and
in terms of the information it gives the individual student

about himself.
The obtaining of full and complete knowledge about
any student or group of students is an ideal which can only
be approached. One of the most desirable and adequate
ways of obtaining such information is by personal an,J
intimate contact with students. This takes time and facilities usually beyond the reach of the school. However, the
use of objective tests makes a considerable amount of information available early in the student's school career with
a minimum expenditure of time and money. Jt is true that
other information must be accumulated as the educative
process continues, but test results give us a starting point.
Every test should be considered as a means of getting better
acquainted with incoming students, both as individuals and
as a group.
T he possibility of using test results for the entire group
as a means of comparing groups of students from year to
year has value which in itself a lone probably justifies the
administration of tests to incoming freshmen.

In some cases, test results are used to g roup incoming
students for instructional purposes. Usually three groups
are formed- upper, middle, and lower sections classed
according to test results. The content and method of
course presentations provided for each of these groups vary.
Thus the curriculum is adapted to the needs of the student
as shown by his achievement score.

If our aim is to get information about the individual
student, then our first task becomes one of deciding what
information shall be obtained and what tests shall be used
for this purpose.
Desirable inforrnation concerning each student would

seem to include knowledge of his interests, attitudes, previous environment, his abilities and disabilities, work and
study habits, and academic achievements. At present not
all of these phases of the individual can be satisfactorily
obtained by means of paper and pencil tests. The choice
of tests becomes one of selecting the most important areas
of information and selecting from these the ones for which
the most adequate measuring instruments are available.
There are a number of criteria which a test must meet
before it can be considered adequate for our purposes. The
nature of these requirements is determined by a variety of
statistical considerations, the details of which will be omitted here. Suffice it to say that the test must be known to
measure what it claims to measure, to do it accurately, and
yield scores which serve to show the range of abilities
tested.

I. S. N . U. freshmen Take Tew
During Freshman Weck and at least two times later in the
first semester of this year, five tests were given all Illinois
State Norrnal University freshmen. These were arithmetic,
English, social science, college aptitude, and reading tests.
The completion of each test requires from twenty to sixty
minutes time. The students assemble in Capen Auditorium,
the social science reading room, and the high school study
hall. Directions for each test are g iven by a facu lty member, and other faculty members aid in distributing and
collecting papers.
The Mi lls Selective Test on Fundamentals of Arithmetic
is designed to measure the student's competence in the
fundamental operations. The results are useful to those
advising students who plan to enter the mathematics curriculum and those consulting with students who have difficulty in courses for which some degree of mathematical
skill is essential.
The Illinois State Normal University English Usage Test
measures the student's knowledge of correct use of the languge. It is used as a basis for dividing entering freshmen
(Continued on p:tgc 20)
Freshmen on Campus Tour.

given for a day or cwo prior co che university
registration chat first year.
First announcement of Freshman Week
was made in che catalog of 1929-1930. Freshman Week now provides opportunities for
new scudencs co register and become acquainted with che university before che
upper classmen return. First-year scudencs
also accend a number of social functions dur.ing these days sec aside for freshmen.
MAY,
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Personalized Transcriptions
by M. E. Herriott
A

s

A teacher, how many times have you repeated your
instructions for doing some particular process?

Perhaps you a re a teacher of cabinet making, although
any other subject would do just as well. But let's take
c1binet making anyway. The process may be that of using
filler. First, you explain and demonst rate the process to the
entire class. All goes well until some boy makes one grand
mess of his table top. Then you realize that not everyone
fu lly understood every step of the process.
You must decide whether to stop the entire class and go
over the process step by step again or explain it to the one
fellow who is having trouble. But there arc twenty-nine
others and theoretically one stu<lent rates only one and one-

h1lf minutes of your time each day. It would be a life
saver to be able to refer h,m to a recording of your o riginal
instructions. He could check what he had done and could
rectify his mistakes.
This is precisely the idea which Howard D. Allen and
Clarence H. Haas, industrial arts instructors at John
Marshall Hig h School, Los Angeles, Calif., have begun to

put into usable form. Mr. Allen has prepared a few pre·
liminary records with the assistance of the recorder which

Mr. Haas has built.
These personalized transcriptions arc not intended for
distribution. They are specifically prepared by an instructor
to be used by his own classes. They contain instruction;>
that are just as personal as the original demonstration: the
location of cheese-cloth, of filler, of brushes, and the like.
T hese things arc not mentioned in any incidental or general
manner. It is a "personalized transcription'' in a true sense.
T hese transcriptions have son-1e of the characteristics and
merits of the job instruction sheets wh ich all good shop in structors use, but they possess a v itality that written instruc•
tions lack- the recording captures more of the instructor's
personal ity. Anyway, most shop teachers find it eas ier to
give oral instructions than to write them out; and don't
most of us?
The idea has been extended to include other materials
such as instructions for the safe operation of the machines
(Continued on page 20)

Students in John Marshall High School, Los Angeles, Calif., stud)' personal ized transcriptions.
IIVv
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AROUND THE CLOCK
AT NORMAL

Approximately 507 persons will be graduated from
Illinois State Normal University this year.
Miss Elsie Brenneman, registrar, reports that a tentative
list of candidates includes the names of 191 diploma graduates and 3 16 degree graduates.
This year's figure of 316 for four-year graduates is the
largest in the history of the university.

Speakers
Members of the graduating classes and friends will hear
Dr. Clyde E. Wildman, president of De Pauw University,
Greencastle, Ind., deliver the Baccalaureate sermon Sunday
afternoon, June 4.
President R. W. Fairchild w ill be the guest speaker at
the alumni luncheon June 5.

Dr. J oy Elmer Morgan o f Washington, D. C., editor ol

The / 011r11al of Jhe NaJional Ed11cation AJJociation, will
g ive the Commencement address on the afternoon of June 5.

Alumni
Again this year delegates from the I. S. N . U. Clubs, the
alumni association officers, and members of the university
Public Relations Committee w ill hold a d inner meeting in
fell Hall.
On Sunday, June 4, the group will review alumni activi•
ties of the year and discuss plans for 1939-1940. following
the meeting, all wi II be inv ited to attend the Baccalaureate
services in Capen Auditorium.

Goodier
Plans for the Vacation Church School sponsored by the
Normal Ministerial Association a re taking definite shape.
This is the third year that the university will cooperate by
furnishing student teachers for the project. These will
work under the direction of P rof. Floyd T . Goodier.
June I 9-July 28 is the period selected for the ch urch
school this summer.
MAY, 1939

Nominated
Miss Ruth Aileen Chesebro of Saunemin, Illinois State
Normal University senior, has been nominated by the
faculty for the University of Illinois graduate scholarship
awarded each year to an outstanding senior upon the faculty's recommendation.
English is Miss Chesebro's major field of study. She is
a member of Kappa Delta Phi and Sigma Tau Delta.

Enlarged
The National Youth Administration resident agr iculture
project at Normal is being enlarged to care for one hundred young men. The university will continue to cooperate
in this federal project which has been carried out in the
vicinity during the past year on a smaller scale, accommo•
dating thirty to thirty-five youths during each three-month
period.
Buildings to house the larger contingent are being set up
on the university farm. These will be landscaped and
painted to harmonize with the other farm buildings.
The university cooperates w ith the adu lt education program of the Works Progress Administration in offering
class work, while each youth in th e resident agricultural
school devotes eighty hours a month to a work program
outlined by the university. President R. W. Fairchild states
that students will assist in campus landscaping, general
farm work, the construction of an arboretum on the uni•
versity farm, and some projects outlined by the industrial
arts department.

Speed
The new dexigraph installed in the registrar's office last
fall is speeding up the preparation of college records and
transcripts this year.
According to Miss Ferne Melrose, university recorder>
first semester records of all freshmen were prepared and
mailed back to their home town high schools within a day
and a half. A period of two weeks was required to do
the work under the system of tabulations and typing
formerly employed.

Harper
Prof. Charles A. Harper is a member of a national committee in charge of celebrations commemorating .. A Century of Public Teacher Education" in 1939. President
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Roscoe L. West of State Teachers College, Trenton, N. J.,
is chairman of the committee.
Professor Harper's work will include the direction of
centennial projects in Illino is, Ind iana, Michigan, and Ohio,
as well as the writi ng of a 160-page book to be printed by
the National Education Association and sold by the committee in connection with the national celebration.

Captains
Charles Beck of Cornell was chosen to captain the I 939·
1940 Red Bird basketball team and Marion Cole of Lawrenceville to lead the cross-country team next year at the
testimonial dinner Ma rch 14 honoring members of the
university basketball team, the Illinois Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference champions.
"Bus" Beck, a junior, has seen considerable service in
the N ormal line-up. Winner of the state cross-country run
last fall, Marion Cole is a freshman.

Theatre
..Stage Door," a play dealing with the activities of
actresses living in a New York boarding house, was presented in Capen Aud itorium March 22 and 23. Leading
parts in the production of the University Theatre and Theta
Alpha Phi were played by Miss Betty Hurdle, Miss Virginia
Young, William Staker, and T om Stombaugh.
Maxwell Anderson·s "Winterset" was the Commence•
ment play presented May 19 and 20 by the University
T heatre. Miss Margaret Parret, Duane Harris, Shields
Logsdon, and John Keltne r played prominent roles in the
modern t ragedy.

G uests
"One H und red Years of Teacher Education" was the
theme of the university's Open House T uesday, May 2.
Approximately 4,000 guests, Dr. R. U. Gooding, general
chairman, reparts, inspected the buildings, grounds, and
special exhibits during the three-hour reception from 7
until 10 P. M .

Mothers
The University Club sponsored its ann ual weekend pro·
gram in connection with Mother's Day May 5, 6, and 7.
T he club finds that the plan calling for the observance of
Mother's Day on the campus a week in advance of the
national holiday is a popular one.
Four organizations competed for the Stunt Show awards
Friday evening. These were the Commerce Club, t he Art
Club, Gamma Phi, and t he Lowell Mason Club. Cup for
first place was awarded the Commerce Club; the second
place plaque went to the A rt Club. A twirler of Indian
clubs, Clifford E. Horton; a swing baritone soloist, Harry
F. Admire, and a bevy of dancing girls were among headliners on the facu lty program.
-.. Alpha Tau Alpha entertained with a barn dance on
Saturday evening of -the -same weekend.
Dr. Samuel Kintheloe of the Chicago Theological Semi12

nary was the speaker at the special Mother's Day service in
Capen Auditorium May 7. T he University men's glee club
and Miss Virginia Bolin, soprano, furnished music for the
program. A reception honoring mothers was held in Smith
Hall following the service.

Guidance
T he second Guidance Conference sponsored by the four
local high schools, Brown's Business College, Illinois
Weslyan University, and Illinois State Normal University
was held at Normal Community High School Monday,
April 17.
H igh school seniors of Central Illinois participated in a
program offering instruction about thi rty-five vocations.
Prof. J. W. Carrington served as general arrangements
chairman.

Awards
Miss Effie Lou Crane, a sophomore from Bloomington,
took honors in poetry reading at the thirty-sixth annual
Edwards Medal Contest Wednesday, April 10. Miss Golda
Lauterbach of Pekin, a member of the senior class, was
awarded first place in oratory.
Dr. Fred S. Sorrenson was in charge of the program.
D ean H. H . Schroeder presided, and Dr. C. C. Cunning•
ham of Northwestern University was the judge.

Viderre
'the Videlle, I. S. N . U. student newspaper, tied for
first place honors with The Teachers College News of the
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College awarded by the
Illinois Press Association recently. These were adjudged
to be the best newspapers published by members of the
association in Class I, those schools having enrollments of
more than 400 students.

Dogs
Fifteen live pets and a small wooden hound, operated
by strings, were entered in the dog show by fifth grade
pupils of the T homas Metcalf School recently.
D iscarding all pedigree en trance requirements Judges
Fai rchild, Hudelson, and Laubaugh gave a blue ribbon to
Bonnie, a black cocker spaniel; second prize to Patsy, an
Irish setter, and third place awards to Boots, a toy bull
terrier, and J udy, another cocker spaniel, that tied for the
honor.

Circus
Miss Diddy Brumbach of Dwight was crowned queen
of the Gamma Phi circus, at the first performance of the
big top hit given by the men's physical education fraternity
March 10.
Tumbling, parallel bar work, pyramid building, tightwire and flying ring acts, acrobatic dancing, whip cracking
and lariat stunts were all included in the exhibition.
Prof. C. E. Horton is sponsor of the fraternity giving
t he show annually.
T H E ALUMNI QUARTERLY

National Music Camp in the north woods, lnterlochen, Mich., where I. S. N. U. students will study this summer.

Visitors
Approximately 800 high school students were on the
Normal campus Saturday, April 22, for the fifth annual
Home Economics Day.
General sessions, a picnic lunch, campus tour, and tea
were all included on the day"s program.

Tour
Thirty-one members of the University Men's Glee Club
with their director, Miss Blaine Boicourt, and the club
acrompanist, Mrs. Marjorie Hutton, presented fifteen con~
,:nt.s in Central Illinois towns April 24, 25, and 26.
Evening programs were given in Gibson City and
Onarga. High schools visited included those at Clinton,
Farmer City, Leroy, Bellflower, Gibson (ity, Rantoul,
Champaign, Urbana, Onarga, Watseka, Gilman, Fairbury,
and Chenoa. This is the seventh year that such a tour has
been arranged.

Rambo
Miss Jessie E. Rambo, who was for a nu mber of years head
of the home economics department, is the donor of a fifty
dollar award to be made each year to a junior in the Illinois
State Normal Un iversity home economics department. The
sum is suflicient to cover practically all school fees required
of the student in her senior year.
On the basis of scholarship, personality, participation in
MAY,
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campus activities, evidence of leadership and possible success as a teacher, the recipient of the award will be selected
by the head of the home economics department, president
of the Home Economics Club, dean of women, dean and
president of the university.

Spores
As Commencement is d rawing near 1938-1939 stands
out as being a banner year for State Normal athletic teams.
The football team took second in the conference last fall,
and the Normal basketeers captured the I. I. A. C. crown.
This was the first basketball championship won by a Red
Bird team since 193 1.
The Hancock-coached baseball nine is following close
in the steps of the basketeers, and with a perfect record of
six conference victories and no defeats seems certain of
winning the baseball crown.
Co-captain Dave Read's pitching is one reason for this
possible championship. His record shows four conference
victories. Joe Gamero, who does the catching for the team,
is leading the league in hitting but is closely followed by
Co-captain George Matthews who is now in third place.
The track team made an excellent showing at Macomb
when they placed third in the I. I. A. C. track meet.
The tennis team led by state champion Benoni Green
repeated their performance of last year when they again
won the state championship, Captain G reen successfully defending his sing les championship.
13

Faculty Notes
Miss E,1her Richard has returned to this country after
several months' study in Eng land. She will resume her
duties at I. S. N. U. this summer.
A group o f Normal faculty members were in attendance
at the forty-fourth annual meeting of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in Chicago
the latter part of March. These were Dr. C. A. DeYo,mg,
D ean H. H. Schroeder, Miss El,;e B,·m11e111a11, Prof. /. UV.
Carri11g1011, Dr. Sher111a11 G. IVaggo11er, Prof. FloJd T.
Goodier, and Dr. R. IV I'airchild.
Miss EJ/her H11111e attended the National Convention of
the Athletic Federation of College Women at the University of California, April 12-15.

Livi11g With Other, is the title of a sociology book off
the press May I of which Prof. Joh11 A. Kimie111a11 and
Prof. Rober/ S. Ellwood a re co-authors. Profusely illustrated
with teaching aids the 500-page book was published in
Boston.

Dr. Rirhard G. BroUJne and Irving F. Pearson, executive
secretary of the Illinois Education Association, arc authors
of a textbook, The llli11oiJ Ci1ize11, published in New York.
The two authors were roommates and fraternity brothers
duri ng their undergraduate days at the University of
Illinois.

'The Increasing Emphasis on Group Discussion" is the
title of an article by Dr. I'red S. Sorremo11 appearing in
the April issue of the llli11oi, Speech News. Dr. Charle,
E. Decker is author of an article included in the Ap ril number of the f1111ior College Jo11rnal. The study deals with
curricular offerings of the five Illinois junior colleges and
is entitled "Illinois J unior College Curricula."
"Suggestions for Home Economics Curriculum Develop•
ment in Illinois'' is the title of a bulletin recently prepared
by a state.wide committee of which Miss Bernice T11cker
was chairman.

Miss Camille 1\1ontgomery will visit at her home in
Fairfield, Ia., after teaching at Normal for one-half of the
summer session. Miss Mary D. IV ebb will visit her parents
in Lancaster, Wis., this summer. Miss Marion C. Allen
will be at Owl's Head, M e., after Ju ly 15.
Dr. Vie/or M. Ho11,1011 will teach at the State University
of Iowa this summer, Dr. C. A. D eY01mg w ill be an in•
structor in the graduate school at the University of Wiscon•
sin, Prof. H. IV. Peithman will be a member of the National Music Camp faculty at Interlochen, Mich., and Prof.
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R. IV. Fogler w ill serve as an instructor in the Colorado
State College of Education.
Miss Thelma Poree plans to visit the World's Fair an<l
study at Teachers College, Columbia, as will Miss i'l'tmce.r
Conkey and Miss Gmeva 11. Taylor. Miss Esther Vinson
and Miss Gladys Bartle will study at the University of
Wisconsin. Miss Bernice G. Frey will attend the summer
session at the University of Colorado, and Athletic Director
H . / . Hancock and Prof. Rober/ S. Ell111ood will study at
Indiana University.
Miss Glady, IVigginJ, Miss Halena Go11/d, Mrs. Gladys
I..a11bhan, and Mrs. Nepha E. McNamar" will study at

Northwestern University.
Miss IV11h S1ro11d w ill be in school at the University of
Southern California.
Prof. Lavern E. l..a11ba11gh will study at the Colorado
State College of Agriculture.

Miss Emma R. K1111d1011 plans to spend some time at
the National Music Camp at lnte rlochen, Mich., preceding
and follo,ving the summer session at Normal.
M iss Rowena I'. Noe will be in Los Angeles, Calif., this
summer.
Prof. George IVright, Miss Margery Ellis, Miss Gl,ulys
Tip1ou, and Miss Ag11es Rice state that they expect to

attend summer school this year but have not as yet chosen
the institutions at which they will study.
Prof. H. E. Frye will be in Akron, 0., until Aug ust and
then go to Rice Lake, Canada, for fishing.
Dean 0. Lillian Bar/on and Miss Mabel Crompton will
sail June 7 on the Queen Mary for Europe. They will
spend the entire summer travelling in western Europe and
the British Isles.
Miss Margarei Peters h as booked passage on an English
ship sailing from South Hampton the middle of June for
South African ports. After travelling along the east coast
of Africa for several weeks, Miss Peters will go to Bombay,
Jndia, thence to Cairo, Egypt, stopping at several Italian
cities on her return journey to the United States.
Prof. Ra/ ph IV. Pringle delivered a paper on " T he Psychological Functioning of the Endocrine G lands'' before the
psychology-education section of the Academy of Science
in Springfield recently.

Miss Alma
Colorado.

1\ ,(.

Hamilton pl:ms to spend the summer in
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List thou to the supplications of those directors of student
activities who, out of the depths of their souls, torn

with the anguish of necessity for upholding their own
reputations as well as that of I. S. N. U., now cry
forth to the hills and hollows for replacements- yea,
for even bigger and better recruits than have ever

g raced their organ;z:ttions at any time in the past.
Give car, thou sons and daughters of Old Normal, as these
hardpressed, distressed creators of celebrities petition
for strength of numbers and quality of personnel to
keep the wol ves of criticism forever away from their

doors.
Tackles- possibly one or preferably two-of stalwart build,
in weig ht not thin, speed to burn, and the will to win,
would bring much solace to Coach Hancock. Just as
strong ly doth he yearn for a quarterback whose heady
generalship would keep the coach from biting his lip.
Perhaps some ends and kickers fine would meet a need
in thirty-nine.
Not to be outdone in this appeal to wearers of the red and
white, Coach Cogdal in his winsome way calls forth in
heavy tones anew for runners, jumpers, hurdlers-any-

thing in track will do. Oh yes, he 'most forgot to say
that on the court he lost his seniors tried and true and

needs replacements in basketball, lest from the champ:onship the school may fall.
And Coaches H ill and Frye and Struck, that trio who
would put to shame some fair sex ,groups of radio fame,
now blend their voices without jesting, sound forth
appeals for tennis, baseball, golf, and wrestling.

But lest you think, dear alurnni readers, that all the needs
are for brain and brawn, hear this wail from out the
depths where harmony doth oft prevail. Ifs music
MAV,
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g roups that say violas, oboes, bassoons, and flutes would
help the'r cause in no small way. And so the instrumental side would strengthened be if only yo u who love
to see good music in your school could find some way
to send Miss Knudson boys and girls whom melody
doth rule. And don't forget that young humdingers
arc welcome to g roups of Normal singers.
The yearning now to speech is turning where Doctor
Holmes with envy burning sees rivals in debate and oration glean from high schools throug hout the nation.
And every town, large and small, has talents that would
cause us all, including Miss Allen, the Mabel Clare one,
to beam with joy if they would answer the call of Old
Normal.
Of course no prayer for sustentation of activities dear to
g rads in this nation of many proclivities would be
complete without the voice of Mr Johnson whispering,
"send to us some real sensation of journalistic mind
and pen- some one of noble ken- who represents a
certain bet for T he Videlle."
The time has come to end this prayer
To lo)•al alumni everywhere
\'(/ho have braved the world to dare and do
And brought much honor to I. S. N. U.
The needs, the wants of the school you know,
So int0 Norma l there should flow
Young people strong in all compart ments
To encoura~c the heads of these departments.

But hear, but hear, for to this prayer
A postscript also rends the air.
Our PreX)' doth implore the state
1:or funds to keep Old Normal great.
Anonymous
I,

T op Row- Miss Eleanor Gene \Volff (left) of
Urbana is to graduate from the English deparlment. Miss Wolff is the daughter of 1:AYE
WORTHAM Wolff (dip lo ma 19 12). Miss
Virgie Elizabeth Villhard of Lebano n has a
major field in commerce. She is the daughter of
ARNO J.I) HENRY YILLHARIJ (1911-1912).

Bottom row - Miss Jane Maq• Stubblefield
(left), daughtcc of LUCILLE MACY Stubblefield (diploma 191 I), is 10 be graduated fro m
the mathematics department. Miss Stubblefield's
home is in McLean. William Small of Petersburg is the son of \X' ILLIAM SMALL (diploma
1919). His major field o f work has been social
science.

Daughters and Sons
Receive Degrees At
Miss Marjorie Hanson (left) of
Normal is the <lau~hter of EFFIE
ST RA TION Hanson ( 1906.
1907). She is completing her
work in the social science de•
partment. Miss Alita Ruth D)'ar
of Eureka, daughter of IVY
ANIJREWS l)yar (1906·1911),
will complete the four-)'car elementary course.

T op row- Fred P. Reuter (left) of Hillsdale is
the son o f SARAH A. H AZEN Reuter ( 1907·
1910). Mr. Reuter is completing h is work in
the ph)'sical science department. Ross Norton
Pc:1 rson, who has a major field in geograph)', is
the so n of ESTEi.i.A NORTON Pearson (19141915) . Mr. Pearson lives at Nebo.

Bottom row- Miss Alice Ellen Moery ( left)
comes from Bement. The dauµhter of N INA
ANNETTE W RI GHT Moery ( 1907-1908), she
will be graduated from the com merce department. Miss \Xlilla L. Mealiff of Mendon,
daugh ter of RUTH E. CJ-J ITI"ENDEN l\·l taliff
( 1909-1 9 11), will be graduated from the fourrear elementary <.·ourse.

Of Normal Alumni
1

80th Commencement
Miss Ruth Aileen Chesebro
(left), daughter of KATHARINE KYSER Chesebro ( 190}·
19:J4) , live~ at Saunemin. She
completes her work in the English dcpanmem. Allan R. Broaddus of Varna is to be graduated
from the commerce department.
He is the son of GERTRUDE
JUSTICE Broaddus (1908-1910).

St:udent:
W ITH 1,720 students now enrolled in university training
and affiliated schools and approximately 500 seniors
and sophomores completing work each year- the culmination of which is student teaching- the administration of
the student teaching program has become complex indeed.
Assignment of students to classes in the elementary curricula is made by Dr. Margaret Cooper, director of elementary education; and assignment of teachers to high
school classes in the division of secondary education is
made by the director of that d ivision, D r. Charles E.
Decker. Heads of special departments make the assignments in their own departments.

All the schedules and

supervision clears through the office of Prof.
rington, director of the training schools.

J.

W . Car-

Students who have had experience and show a h igh
standard of ability in teaching are sometimes given assign•
ments in remedial instruction and other specialized phases
of teaching . When it is thought advisable, the di rector of
the training schools may require additional student teaching
to that completed by all students, for states the catalog:
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More than 300 students are meeting this semester that
first requisite for graduation from Illinois State Normal
University- student teaching. Professor Carrington points
out that from the time a student ente rs the university he

sees theory and subject matter put into application in the
training schools and completes his training by carrying full
teaching responsibilities.
Elementary and rural school teachers do their student
teaching in half-day periods du ring one semester; students
teaching in the high schools are engaged in such work two
clock hours each day fo r two semesters. Part of this time
is spent in observation, the handling of extra-curricular
duties, supervision of study halls, corridor duty, the keeping
of records, and other responsibilities that will be carried by
the student when he is a teacher in the field.

Student teaching must be continued until com-

At the present time 170 students are teaching classes in
the University High School; eight in the Normal Commu nity High School ; seven in Trinity High School, and
seven in Towanda High School. The Normal Public
Schools and Trinity High School are not affiliated with the
university but offer opportunities for student teachers to
take part in thei r programs.

petency has been attained, regardless of the time
required or the n umber of credits earned.

T here are 37 students teaching in the Metcalf School,
26 in the Children's School, seven in the Towanda eleTHE ALU MNI QUART ER LY

Houghton School, one of five rural schools affiliated with Illinois Normal University.

Teaching Program Grows
mentary school, and five in the Normal Central School this
spring.
The five rural schools affiliated with the universityLittle Brick, Houghton, Maple Grove, Grove, and Walker
- are manned by a teaching staff of 2 l students in addition .
to supervisors.
The "training department" of the university first went
into operation in September 1874 when Prof. Thomas
Metcalf resigned his position as teacher of mathematics to
become head of the new program. Professor Metcalf devoted his entire time to the "pupi l-teachers;· his work, according to an early catalog, falling into two divisions.
1. Observation of the young teachers while
they are in charge of their classes, followed by
personal criticism, favorable or adverse, or by

needful illustration of what is thought better.
2. Regular lessons before the whole class of
pupil-teachers. These are intended to corre<t
erroneous notions in regard to ..grading," the
use of text-books, the purposes of a recitation, etc.;
also, to insure efficiency in the assignment of
lessons, and in general discipline, and discretion
in the use of motives to study or to acquire good
personal habits, and the like. At these regular
class-meetings the class-<liaries of the teachers are
also read and criticised; while the practical
themes suggested by these daily records a re freely
and profitably discussed.

First off-campus affiliation of the university was completed in 1916 when "the school of the Soldiers' Orphans'
Home, with 435 pupils, was used as a school of observation and practise."
In the opinion of Professor Carrington student teaching
is g rowing in importance in the teacher-training program.
The responsibilities of student teachers now extend beyond
the class room and beyond the campus into the community.
There is a distinct trend to make the training school,
through observation, participation, and actual teaching, the
very hub of the whole teacher-training program.
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Freshman Tests at I. S. N. U.
(Continued from page 9)

into groups for instructional purposes. T hose whose
scores put them in the upper fourth of the total g roup are
enrolled in a freshman English course devoted to composi•
tion. Al I other f rcshmcn take a course including essentials
which they have not mastered. The test results are also
useful to those counseling with students who arc having

difficulty in courses where competence in written and spoken
expression is an essential. Obviously. ade9uate expression
is essent ial in all p hases of the teaching profession.
Fitness for the social science curriculum and prognosis
of probable success in freshman courses in Contemporary
Civilization are based in part upon the results of the Kin.
neman and Orr Social Science Test. Items arc included
which test knowledge of basic facts and unde rstandings of
basic principles related to the social science field.

It might be argued that these more or less subject-matter
tests are unnecessary because h i.i:th school grades would give
this information. It is true that hi,gh school ,t;rades ar~
available, but the significance of .~rades varies so much fr0!'1
one h ig h school to another that grades in subject-matter
courses cannot be used as a valid indication of a student's
knowledge. Furthermore, we are interested in ranking the
students in terms of the total range of their variabil ity.
Even though an .A grad~ signifies the. s~me n:inimum
degree of accomplishment in all schools, 1t 1s obvious tlut
not all who attain this minimum are equally wel l•informed;
some know and understand a great deal more than others.
The Teachers College Aptitude Test is given as a measure
of general educational fitness. It distinguishes students on
the basis of general t raining ""d ability. Results on this
test have been found to correspond very closely to future
success in college courses. It is not, strictly speaking, an
intelligence test; yet intellect ual ability is a very large factor
in determining the relative standings of the f resh,nen on
this test.
Perhaps no single cause of poor academic work is greater,
or occurs more frequently, than poor reading ability. In
order to get some information concerning the standing of
freshmen in this essential academic tool, the Nelson-Denny
Read ing Test is given. T his test was g iven to all freshmen
for the first time this year. Various groups of students have
taken the test previously. Scores are he lpful to those coun selin,q: with students doing poor work in al1r1ost any one of
the academ;c subjects.
The individu:d student results, g iven in percentiles or
reb.tive standing among. all freshmen, arc published and
d=stributed to all administr:tt;ve officers of the university
and to others who lrnve special need or desire to use them
:n consultin .1: w:th students. Aside from the individu:11
results, the Test Committee publishes a general statistical
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summary of the results of the tests. A limited number of
copies of this report are available for distribution to persons
who are interested.
Even though one expects to find individual differences
in knowledge and understanding among hig h school graduates, the results of tests at Illinois State Normal University
arc surprising. For example, on the reading test, which
measu res both vocabulary and reading comprehension and
has a maximum score of 172, scores last fall ranged a ll the
way from l 5 to 158. Remember that all of these students
had high school diplomas, yet some made scores ten times
as great as others! This wide range of scores is not peculilr
to the reading test for on the College Aptitude Test the
range was even greater, namely from 16 to 172. On the
arithmetic test the total possible range was not so g reat,
but three students made a zero score while four made a
perfect score. On the other tests the range was from 115 to
L40 points. One th ing is certain : freshmen are not alike in
ability and accomplishment.
We believe that the existence of t hese wide d ifferences
is in itself justification for our efforts at determ=ning how
one student compares w'.th :mother in resp~t to his achievement and ability. O n ly by means of such knowledge can he
be counseled wisely and correctly with respect to his needs
and possibilities. Making available such knowledge is the
chief function of the freshman tests.

Personalized Transcriptions
(Continued from page 10)

and the imparting of vocat:onal guidance information. For
example, an outstanding k:<:ture on what industry expects of
young men was delivered at one of the recent teachers'
institute sessions. This lecture was worth passing along 10
hig h school boys. From notes taken at the lecture a transcription was dictated. Thus hig h school stu·dents can have
the benefit of this splendid talk.
The idea can be extended to innumerable phases of in•
struction- wherever repetition is needed, and repetitio n ls
one of the essentials of most teaching.
To prepare such transcriptions commercially would probably be too costly. On the other hand, most senior high
schools should be able to make good recording machines;
in fact, some high schools have done so. \Xlith a recorder
at hand, the cost of such transcri ptions would be neglig ible.
The recording blanks can be purchased at a reasonable price
retail ~ at wholesale the price would be very much reduced.
Personalized transcriptions have a nov '.!lty about them
which should certainly make a distinctive appeal to students.
Some day they will take a place in educational p·ocedure
along w =th motion pirtures. In some ways they wi ll be
superior, for they wi ll be personal and individual, not impersonal and general.
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I. S. N. U. Club Noi:es
Cleveland
A meeting of the alumni and former students of I. S.
N. U. who live in Cleveland and vicinity was held February 22. T here were fi fty-five present.
Since the meeting was called during the time of the
National Education Association meetings in the city, we
were able to have President R. W. Fairchild with us. He
gave a talk telling of the changes on the Normal University
campus. Also present from Normal were Miss 0. Lillian
Barton, who also brought greetings from I. S. N. U.; Or.
Victor Houston , Dr. C. F. Malmberg, Mr. Charles A. Harper, and Dr. Anna Keaton.
Wilbur W. Bussong is the new president of the club.
Clelia Sadler
Secretary

Sangamon County
The Sangamon County I. S. N. U. Club held a dinner
meeting Friday evening, March 31, 1939, at the Laurel
Methodist C hurch. Twenty-eight were present.
Miss Edna M. Gueffroy, I. S. N. U. instructor, gave a
very interesting illustrated lecture on "The Island of Oahu,
Hawaii," where she had attended a summer session at the

University of Hawaii.
Miss Angela Deluxe of Springfield played two accordion
numbers which were greatly enjoyed.

Homer D. McLaren, vice-president of the club, presided.
Several talks were given by visiting Normal professors, after
which the following officers were elected for the coming

year: president, Mary Sedlack, Springfield; vice-president,
Mabel Ackerman, Springfield; secretary, Marion D rennan,
Auburn; treasurer, Yvonne Purcell, Auburn.
A ,notion was made and carried that we rncet again early
next fall.
Mary Sedlak
Secretary

Chicago
The Chicago I. S. N. U. Club held its fifty-first annual
reception and luncheon at the Great Northern Hote l, in
downtown Chicago, Saturday, April I, from twelve noon
until four o'clock.
The laughter, buzz, and chatter resounding from the
reception hall told very plainly that old friends had found
each other. In the gathering were President and Mrs. R.
W . Fairchild, Dean H. H . Schroeder, Dean 0. Lillian
Barton, Miss Emma R. Knudson, Miss Blaine Boicourt, Mr.
Floyd T. Goodier, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. L1ncaster, Mr.
M AY,
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Howard Hancock, Miss Elsie Brenneman, Mrs. Gertrude
M. Hall, and Mr. Walter Mullen from Normal representing
the I. S. N. U.
At one o'clock luncheon was served to one hundred
and five members and friends in the Crystal Room. This
was followed by a short business meeting at which the
officers and the executive board for the ensuing year were
elected. The meeting was then turned over to the toastrnaster, Mr. Henry Porter, who with his ready Row of wit
and humor kept the crowd in a twitter as he interwove
happy reminiscences of his Normal days with his introductions of the numbers on the program.
Miss Gertrude Dalton, music supervisor at Cicero, gave
a short impressive tribute to ,. the liberal educator, the
great teacher, who never lost his poise"- Frank W. Westhoff, whom we all revered. Three vocal selections given
by Mr. Walter Mullen, a Normal stuclent,were greatly enjoyed. Coach Howard H ancock, punctuated his review of
the stride Old Normal is making in athletics with wit that
held the audience to the last word of his talk.
In ··your I. S. N. U. of 1939·· President Fairchild gave
a graphic word picture of Normal today, enabling each
alumnus to contrast the present with the school of his days
and rejoice that his alma mater is stead ily marching on to
keep obreast with the leading institutions of her kind.
The pep shown th roughout t he meeting and manifested
in the singing of the closing song-Hail Al111a Maier, convinced all that this was one of our most successful and
pleasant meetings.
Amelia Hirschi
Secretary

Southeastern Illinois
l llinois State Normal University alumni of southeastern
Illinois met in Olney on Sunday, April 2, at Robb's Cafe.
Thirty-eight persons were present including President R.
W. Fairchild, Mrs. Gertrude M. Hall, Miss Thalia Tarrant,
Miss Ernestine \'(/enc, and Miss Emma R. Knudson of
Normal.
Herman Stoltz conducted the business meeting scheduled
for 4.30 P. M. [t was decided to organize one club rather
than two. Counties included and chairmen appointed are:
Wayne- Jane Larrick; Clay- James Evans; Wabash- James
Holley; White-Kendrick Bangs. Chairmen for Lawrence,
Edwards, Crawford, and Effingham Counties will be appointed later. County chairmen will gather information
and persona lly invite alumni to attend meetings.
The officers elected for the coming )1ear are: Henderson
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Ma)', president ; James Holley, vice-president; Esther Ri,.gland, secretary, and Harry Dunham, treasurer.
It was voted to hold t he next meeting in the fa ll at
Olney, the time and place to be decided by the executive
board consisting of the off1Cers and county chairmen.
Mrs. Hall gave some helpful rema rks concerning the
purpose and organization of alumni clubs. It was suggested
that all alumni rather t han four-year graduates be urge,! to
attend meetings. The purpose was stated as that of maintaining contact with the university and its alumni.
D inner, served at 5: 15 P. M., was followed by a violin solo
given by an I. S. N. U. student musician, Miss Norma
Morenz. A cornet trio and mixed chorus under the direction of Alvin Hahn favored us with selections.
President Fairchild then add ressed the g roup. He spoke
of many changes on the campus- the new home manage ..
ment house, the new library, the athletic fields, the recreational summer program at L ake Bloomington, the Carnegie

gifts for books and music.
Alumni attending the dinner were Kendrick Bangs, Alfred L. Palmer, Jane La rrick, Carrol Dalton, C. A. BradJicld, Ruth King, Alvin Hahn, Mr. and M rs. V. D. Shafer
Don Osborne, Beulah Hutchens, Charles M. Johnson, Herman E. Stoltz, Mary Ellen Cunning ham, Helen Stoltz,
Harry M. Dunham, Robert M cVickar, Ruth Bane, Mansel
L. Danford, Esther Ringland, and Henderson May.
Esther Ri ng land
Secretary

Livingscon County
The Livingston County I. S. N. U. Club met on Monday
evening, April 3, in Pontiac w ith fifty-nine members and

guests present at the dinner served in the Legion Billet.
The room and tab les were beautifully decorated in red and
. white with bouquets of carnations upon the tables.
Mr. Claude Pampel and Mrs. Vida Lehman of Flanagan
entertained with two piano duets, "Marche Slave" and "Poet
and Peasant. " Vocal numbers by Edmund Stuckey, Wilbert
Henkel, and Mary Ridiger also of Flanagan were enjoyed.
After the dinner, Mr. Everett Collins of Chatsworth,
president of the o rganization, introduced Dr. R. W. Fairchild who brought g reetings from the campus to the group.
He spoke of the new build ings being erected there and of
the landscaping being done about them. T he many other
little items that he told proved interesting to the o ld
Normalites.
The speaker of the evening, Miss Esther Vinson, who is
associate professor of English at I. S. N. U., was then introduced. Miss Vinson discussed t he topic, "When Is a Book
Immoral ?" Her talk was enjoyed by all, many of whom had
been members of her classes while at the university.
Mrs. Gertrude M. Hall and Mrs. Katherine C. Adolph
were also present from Normal.
Officers elected for the following year are Lowell Mapes,
Long Point, president ; Alfred Andreae, Saunemin, vice22

president; Inez Butz, Loda, secretary-treasurer. Retiring
officers arc Everett Collins, Chatsworth, president, and
Milton Eastman, Odell, vice-president.
Inez Butz
Secretary

Tazewell County
The annual meeting of the I. S. N. U. alumni organization of Tazewell County was held in Pekin on Tuesday
~vening, April 18. About sixty members and friends gathered
at six o'clock for dinner in the f irst Methodist Church.
Harold Hall of Pekin, president of the group, acted as
toastmaster. The fi rst number on the program was a group
of vocal numbers presented by three students of Pekin Hig h
School. Mr. H all then introduced President Fairchild who
told in a most interesting way of the things we mig ht expect
to find at I. S. N. U. in 1945. F. M. Peterson, principal of
Pekin High School; Mrs. Gertrude M. H all, Miss Elsie
Brenneman, Miss Drusilla Hoyt, and Miss E rma Imboden,
all of Normal, were introduced and responded briefly.
Prof. C. E. Horton, head of the Normal University physical education department spoke on the place of recreation
in modern life. His talk was well illustrated by a tumbling
demonstration g iven by three university students.
The report of the nominating committee was read and
adopted. Mr. Joseph Arnold of East Peoria was named
president for the coming year; Mr. Albert Haynes of
Armington, vice-president, and Miss Alice Hanson of
Pekin, secretary and treasurer.
Thelma Ebert
Secretary

Ford County
The I. S. N . U. Club of ford County held its spring
meeting at Gibson City on Monday evening, April 24, with
the University Men ·s G lee Club as g uests. Following the
dinner, prepared by the women of the Christian Church,
there was a brief business session with Floyd L. Hevcncr
of Piper City, who is president of t he club, presiding.
The group then attended the concert given by t he g lee
club under the direction of Miss Blaine Boicourt.
f'rances Bloomstrand
Secretary

Iroquois County
The I. S. N. U. alumni club of Iroquois County held a
d inner meeting at Onarga Tuesday evening, April 25.
Guests included the University Men's G lee C lub; Miss
Blaine Boicourt, director; Mrs. Marjorie Hutton, accompanist; Mrs. Gertrude M. Hall, director of alumni activities;
Dr. Ray Stombaugh, university representative in Iroquois
County, and Mrs. Stombaugh.
Because of the illness of M . S. Monson, the retiring
president, Leonard Keefe of Chebanse presided during the
business mcc-tiog. Officers were chosen, Paul Hudelson
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l argest alumni gathering of the year was the spring meeting o f the Kankakee I. S. N. U.
Club April 27. Miss Mary Lou AJlen (right) to whom much credit for the successful meeting
goes was reelected president of the group for 1939-1940.
The Kankakee group was organized in 1936 when Miss Helen Shuman served :is chairman
of the first meeting o f alumni in the county.

of Chebanse being elected president; Leonard Keefe,
vice-president, and Helen Fairweather of Sheldon, secretarytreasurer. Alta Siemons, Gilman, and Lyle Hutton, Onarga,
were selected as additional members of the executive board.
It was decided that the next meeting of the club would be
held in October, the date and place to be announced by
the executive board.
The club attended the glee club concert held at the
Onarga Military Academy.
Helen Fairweather
Secretary

Kankakee County
Kankakee County I. S. N. U. alumni and friends held
their spring reunion and banquet on Thursday evening,
April 27, 1939, in the First Methodist Episcopal Church,
Kankakee.
Hostesses for the reception preceding the dinner were:
Miss Clara Nelson, M iss Hazel Bittourne, Miss Edith Redfield, Mrs. Millicent Proegler, Mrs. R. Jack, Miss Marie
Carson, Miss Delphine Brule, Miss Ruth G lasener, Miss
Laura Ahrends, and M iss Ruth Northrup.
Miss Mary Lou Allen, club president, cordially welcomed
the one hundred thirty-six guests. The Reverend Edgar E.
Atherton, pastor of the church, gave the invocation.
The increased attendance over that of previ_o us meetings
was credited to the enthusiastic efforts of the club council
selected by the officers and composed of Earle LaGesse of
Bradley, Mrs. Opal Baird of Kankakee, Miss Carolyn Bally
of Bonfield, Miss Ruth Northrup and Mrs. Evelyn Porter
of Momence, and Miss Ruth Glasener of St. Anne.
The table decorations, miniature maypoles with pastel
streamers and spring flowers, were furnished by Miss
Agatha Hagerty, the Misses G ladys and Jessie Rice, Miss
Chloa Wyatt, Miss Margaret Reichert, Miss Millicent Proegler, and Miss Irene Porter. On a table n ear the center of
the hall was a paper replica of "Old Main," the work of
Miss Beatrice Pottenger.
At a short business meeting Miss Mary Lou Allen of
Kankakee was reelected president of the alumni club for
another year, Mrs. Evelyn Porter of Momence was named
vice-president, and Earle LaGesse of Bradley became secretary and treasurer.
The Normal University brass quartette furnished several
musical selections; and Frederic Stephenson, cornetist with
the group, entertained with a solo.
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President R. W. Fairchild was introduced by Albert P.
Mayer, city editor of the Kankakee Rep11blica11 Nervs, who
once studied under Pr<:sident Fairchild when the latter was
superintendent of schools at Fond du Lac, Wis. Mr. Mayer
was presented by Leo Changnon, principal of the Departmental School. The president told of the rich heritage of
I. S. N . U. in the field of education and outlined the university's program for the next few years.
The program concluded with the showing of colored
motion pictures of the 8,500 mile field trip through western
North America taken last year by geography students of
the university. Prof. Leslie A. Holmes, class instructor,
showed the pictures and gave an interesting narrative. He
was introduced by Miss Leora Harris of Grant Park, who
was a student in the class.
In addition to those appearing on the program guests
from Normal included Mrs. R. W. Fairchild, Mrs. Gertrude
M. Hall, Miss Mabel Clare Allen, Dr. H. A. Peterson, Dr.
V. M. Houston, Dr. F. R. Glasener, and Prof. Harry Adm ire. K ankakee County guests were Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Munson; J. B. Stout of Momence ; J. B. Johnson of St.
Anne; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mayer ; Miss Candace Bally,
president of the Chicago I. S. N. U. Club, and Mrs. Leo
Changnon.
Irene M. Porter
Secretary

Christian County
The Christian County I. S. N . U. Club held its third
annual dinner meeting May 4 at the Baptist Church in
Taylorvi lie. There were sixty members, guests, and friends
present.
President R. W. Fairchild, Dr. Flora Wilder, Dr. Rose
Parker, Dr. Herbert Hiett, Dr. Richard Browne, and Mrs.
Gertrude M. Hall were guests from the university.
President Fairchild brought greetings from the campus,
and Mrs. Hall told about some of the activities of other
alumni clubs. Dr. Browne gave a very interesting talk on
his recent trip to England.
In the absence of the vice president, H . J. Seybold of
Edinburg, Miss Myra El lenberger, acting chairman for the
meeting, presided.
The following officers were elected: president, Miss
Myra Ellenberger, T aylorville; vice-president, Miss Lucille
Entsminger, Taylorville; secretary, Miss Janet McKean,
Mt. Auburn, and treasurer, Rudolph E. Leasman, Pana.
Myra Ellenberger
President
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Will County
Forty-live alumni and friends of the Will County chapter
of Illinois State Normal University clubs met Monday, May
8, 1939, at 6 :30 P.M. in the Richards Street Methodist
Church, Joliet.
Following the dinner, Paul Mapes, president, conducted
the business meeting. The secretary was instructed to send
a note of sympathy to Mrs. Lettie Smiley Fraser, eightytwo year old a lumna who, because of illness, was unable to
be present at the meeting. It was suggested that the next
d inner be held in the county outside Joliet, but no action

was taken.
The president int roduced Mrs. Rose Buehler and Mrs.
Gertrude H all of Normal. M rs. H all, director of alumni

department spoke on current events. The program was
concluded with the showing of a film presenting student
activities in the Champaign High School.

Those arranging the meeting were Miss Marjorie Mayne,
Miss Dorothy Johnson, Miss Garnet Carder, H oward Sharp,
Miss Mary Shroyer, and Ralph Shick.
Vera Nofftz
Secretary

Logan County
The Logan County branch of the Normal a lumni association held its spring meeting at the Presbyterian Church
in Lincoln Tuesday evening, M ay 16. A dinner preceded

the program.
William Lemons, a Normal University student, led the

activities, gave an interesting account of recent activities
in and about I. S. N. U . Dr. G. N. Hufford, surerin-

g roup singing that opened the evening's entertainment.

tendent of schools in Jo liet, gave a short address o wel-

The university quartet then presented several numbers.

come to alumni and guests. Marimba solos were g iven by

T he main speaker of the evening was Dr. Ridrnrd G.

Miss Ardith Goeken, accompanied by Miss Shirley
Steinguist.
Dr. Chris A. DeYoung, head of the education department
at I. S. N. U ., was the main speaker of the evening. H is
illustrated description of Big Little Holland was most enthusiastically received.
Marcita Halkyard
Secretary

Browne, who gave a most interesting talk on his recent trip

LaSalle County
The LaSalle County I. S. N. U. Club held its spring
meeting in the Episcopal Pa rish H all at Ottawa Wednesday, May 10, at 6:30 P.M.
Miss Clara Thorson of Ottawa acted as toastmaster.
G roup sing ing was led by Victor Swain with Miss SeVerne
Severson at the piano. Miss Severson also gave a piano
solo. Some entertaining read ings were presented by Miss
Nancy Swindler.
Speaker of the evening was Prof. R. U . Gooding of the
I. S. N. U. faculty, who gave an illustrated lecture on
""Science in Modern Crime Detection."

There wer~ sever-al guests from Normal, among them
was President R. W. Fa irchild who told briefly of campus
activities. The club president led the business meeting at
which the place and time for a fall meeting was discussed.
Ralph Weber
President

Champaign County
The annual d inner meeting of the Champaign County
I. S. N. U. C lub was held at the McK inley Foundation,
U rbana, May 11.
Miss Marjo rie Mayne, vice president of the club presided at the business meeting in the absence of Richard
Noble, presiden t. H oward Sharp of the Champaign Junior
High School was e lected president for the coming year.
Miss Virginia Weber was named vice-president; and Miss
Vera Nofftz, secretary. Both are teachers in the Howard
School, Champaign. Ralph Shick of Urbana was reelected
treasurer.

The evening entertainment began with g roup singing of
some popular pieces and the I. S. N. U. loyalty songs, led
by Ralph Shick. A group of junior hig h school students

presented musical numbers, a dialogue, and ventriloquial
act. Walter Mullen, baritone solo ist from N o rma l, gave

several numbers.
Dr. Richard G. Browne of the university social science
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to the County of Cornwall, England. The address was
illustrated with moving pictures that Dr. Browne took on
the tri p.
In addition to Dr. Browne and the student musicians,

other guests from the university were Dr. and Mrs. R. U .
Gooding and Mrs. Gertrude M. Hall.
T he next meeting of the club will be held early in the
fall.
Robert Turner
President

Decatur
O n May 17, 1939, the Decatur I. S. N. U . a lumni association held its sixteenth annual banquet in the First Presby-

terian Church. There were 116 reservations including
seventeen from Illinois State Normal University.
The theme of the meeting, '"C'travans," was cleverly

carried out in the place cards, programs, and decorations.
During the dinner music was furnished by the string ensemble from the Decatur College of Music.
Joseph Rutherford, president of the club, opened the
meeting by extending greetings from the Decatur club
members and introduced the guests. Mrs. E. A. Gastman

extended a warm welcome in behalf of the association;
President R. W. Fairchild brought greetings from the
campus ; and Mrs. Gertrude Hall, director of I. S. N. U.
alumni activities, gave a review of club activities in the
state, reporting that Decatur holds second place among the
clubs fo r attendance. President Guy Buzzard brought
greetings from the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College.
Mr. Rutherford then introduced past presidents of the
Decatur group and conducted a short business meeting at
which the following officers were e lected for the coming

year: Miss Virginia Ashenfelter, president; Miss Virg inia
Schoby, vice-president; Miss Mary Jane Atwood, secretary,

and Francis Brown, treasurer.
Miss Margaret Westhoff of the university music department led the group in singing the Normal school songs.
Miss Ida Buehler was the piano accompanist.
Prof. Leslie A. Holmes of t he I. S. N. U . geography
department showed beautiful and interesting scenes of the
1938 Red Bird Geography Tour covering some 8,500 miles
through the western states.
Mrs. Elaine Harlan
Secretary
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Dear Friends:

How many long months this letter has remained unwritten! It was intended for last August at the close of my
holiday, when it was to appear as a Christmas letter! A New
Year's resolution now spurs me on to make one final effort

to get it off before the end of this mid-year holiday.
The fi rst eighteen days of July 1937, I spent in Tsingtao,
a beautiful seaside resort, there doing little but swimming,
hiking, reading, and visiting with friends. It was during
that holiday that the fatal incident happened at Liukwochiao
- the probable disappearance of one Japanese soldier.
Somehow I could not believe it would develop into such a
tragedy of suffering and destruction. Incidents like that
had happened before, and each time some solution had been
found. On the nineteenth of July, I started back to the
college, intending to check up on the construction of a
faculty apartment house which had been started on the
campus, and to complete plans to take a g roup of ten
alumnae to Japan to attend the meeting of the World Federation of Educational Associations. By then it was apparent that the alumnae could not and should not go; but
I had great difficulty in deciding whether I should go, since
I felt, for the sake of China, I wanted to do so. Fortunately,
I did not go.
From that August to the end of November it was my
privilege to work with our president, Dr. Yi-fang Wu, in
making many important decisions and plans. It was evident
to us that college work for young women could not be at•
tempted in Nanking. What did the future hold for east
and central China' Fortunately we could not foresee-to
have done so would have been the annihilation of all
strength and hope. For the first semester we had a unit in
Shanghai, one in Wuchang, and a very tiny one in Chengtu;
and for the second semester the Wuchang unit was moved

to Chengtu, leaving but two Ginling centers. And thus we
carried on for the academic year of 1937-1938, in spite of

China

••••

untold difficulties and handicaps, helping twenty-three girls
in Shanghai and eight girls in Chengtu to complete their
courses and graduate in June 1938. On December the first,
1937, thirteen days before the fall of Nanking, Dr. Wu
was persuaded to leave the campus and start up river to our

Wuchang unit. T his was a most difficult decision for her
to make, and equally diff,cult for those of us left behind.
Our campus administrative committee of three ( two Chinese

and myself) spent many hours in conference trying to prepare for all possible emergencies. What poor prophets we
were! Instead of three o r four days, our campus was a

refugee camp for more than eight long- at times interminable-months ; instead of two thousand, for many

weeks we sheltered, fed, and watered more than ten thousand. We were a small city in ourselves with forty-six birth.<
and including those of adults, thirty-six deaths. Officially
on May the twenty-first our camp was closed, but actually
through the following three months we continued to shelter
and teach from five to eight hundred young girls and
women in a summer camp, those who could not yet go to
their homes in safety, or who were destitute and had no

homes.
After the summer work was well started, and after l had
secured the necessary permit to travel on the train which was

again running, I went to Shanghai for two weeks and then
took a boat to the north for a holiday. While I was loathe
to leave Nanking, yet I realized that eleven months of
confinement on one campus was not conducive to creative

thinking- and surely some needed to be done before
autumn.

When I arrived back in Nanking, if not entirely rested,
yet with a distinct feeling that the trip had been refreshing
and had given me a perspective that I very much needed,
the small staff on our campus began to plan in earnest for
the autumn work. Much thought and many conferences
culminated in the starting of two projects which are now
well under way and which I will describe briefly.

"TI1is Brave Old World" is the title Miss Minnie Vautrin would l ike to bestow on that
section of China near Nanking where she so bravely carri es on her instruction in "the shell" of
Ginling College.
1l1e direction of a refugee camp and installation of a homecraft course for destitute women
as well as an expcrimemal course for girls have all been part of Miss Vautrin's work during
the past two years. In addition, she writes, "Your humble servant is herself matron of a
dormitory for seventy gi rls."
A lumni w ill remember Miss Vautrin as a member of the Class o f 1907.
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In the industrial-homecraft course we have one hundred
destitute women and older girls, largely between the ages
of e ighteen and thirty. A number of them were made
w idows at the time of the occupation of the city and all of
them had no means of support. These women brought with
them thirty little children, who are now in a little nursery
school- the happiest place you ever saw. The women study
courses like reading, home arithmetic, home and community
hygiene, sing ing and religion for half of the day, and
during the other half they work with their hands. They
must all learn to cook, clean, garden, make garments and
shoes for themselves and their children, knit, weave towels
and stockings. Because of generous gifts, we have been
able t o plan this homecraft course with the training of
these women as our goal rather than making the course pay
for itself.
The other project is for one hundred and forty-five g irls
of high school age and is called an experimental course.
Using the former junior sen=or middle school curriculum as
our foundation, teachers have tried to enrich each course
with those related materials that are of vital importance in
the present impoverished environment. Some subjects have
been omitted. A course in social problems has bc~n substituted for college algebra; washing of dis hes, the cleaning
of d ining and classrooms, and the making of padded garments for the poor have been substituted for the usual han1..lwork course; and not infre9uently the washing and salting
of vegetables for winter use has taken the place of physical
education. Since more than sixty-three percent of the students must earn all or part of their fees, a program of
work relie f has been arranged whereby t he more advanced
g irls help to teach in the homecraft course or in the nursery
school, and the younger girls do housework of various
kinds. Our biggest handicap is that we have not been able
to secure any college trained women as full time membe rs
of this staff. Y our humble servant is herself matron of a
dormitory of seventy girls. But it is fun even though timeconsuming.
And what of Ginling College itself' I personally never
like to use t he narne on our Nanking stationery- for only
the shell is here. The real college, its president, facu lty,
and students are two thousand miles away. Through the
generosity of the West C hina U n ion University, a mission
institution, G inling's work is being carried out on their
campus. On November the third, 1938, the academic year
opened with one hundred and ten students and th irty-one
full time members of the staff. Students and wornen staff
members live in a very inexpensive dormitory hastily constructed for them this past summer. Students and teachers
use the same Jiving and dining rooms- and, I fear, are too
crowded for efficient work.

If I were writing a book about this section of China, I
wou ld bestow upon it the t it le "This Brave O ld World. '
That fitt ingly describes the condition in N anking now. As
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soon as it was possible last year the elderly membe rs of
families came out of hiding in villages and refugee camps
and returned to their shops and businesses. Out of the
ch arred timbers and broken bricks they bui lt booths and
homes an d have taken up the burden of life once more.
Such unco1nplai n ing p~rsistencc I have never seen e9ualled.
The city and its suburbs arc poorer by some two hundred
and forty-six million Chin ese dollars than they were two
years ago. That which I miss most, and whose absence
breaks my heart, is the forward looking, hopeful, energetic
younger leaders who two years ago were so enthusiastically
creating t he '' New China." Most of thern are not here. How
often I long to be doing ··my bit" w ith them in the West
rather than salvag ing human resources in the occupied area.
And yet I know it was right that I chose to remain here.
And 1ny furlough? I realize that it was due in the summer of I 93 7, but how g lad I am that it was postp0aed. It
was hard ly thought of for the summer of 1938 since the
two new projects needed to be planned. It w ill not be possible for the summer o f t 939 either, although I long to see
all of you, especially the four grandnieces and n ephews
that have come since I was last in America. fortunately 1
have never been in better health ~ so I am hoping that no
objection will be raised to my remaining on for at le:1st one
,narc year.
Last May, t he counselor of the German Embassy took .,
Chinese friend and my: elf in his car out to the Sun Yat
Sen National Memorial Park, the former pride of N ew
China- and justifiably so. We each had with us a basket
and a pair of scissors, for we were bound for the rose
garden. Our Gtr went down one street after another where
we saw only needless destruction and wanton waste.
T hrough the great city gate, parts of which had been battered a\vay, we wen t. At the ,4ardens, the g reen houses
which we had always known full of gorgeous chrysanthen1ums and other beautiful flowers, were now ~aunt skeletons, and al l within was parched and dead. Back to the
rose gardens we picked our way, and there we found the
choicest bushes, althoug h untended and uncared for, laden
with the sweetest smellin~ b looms. The full blown ones
made us sad, for at the heart of each were large gorged
beetles, one, two, and sometimes three, b ut t he youn.r,, buds
were sound and full of p romise. \'lie filled our baskets with
the choicest buds, brought them home and nourished them
- to be richly rewarded in the days t hat followed w ith rare
beauty and fragrance. To me that rose garden is the symbol
o f this vast re'."fon in wh;ch I live and work.
Yours in hope,
J\,finnic Vautrin
Nank ing, China.
March, 1939.
Address in America :
T he Ginlin~ College Committee,
150 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N . Y.
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ClQu.mni
Mrs. Christopher A. Shilton (Adell~
Nance, diploma 1870) writes that she

Exch.anqo

two g irls.

High School, Chicago She obtained
her Ph B degree from the University
of Chicago in 1914, and he r Master of
Arts degree from Midd lebury College
in 193 1. Miss Gray travelled in
Europe last summer.

Miss L. Effie Peier (d iploma 1873)
of Denver, Colo., tells us that she reti red from active business work eight
years ago.

Miss Byrd !Vil111ah Greene (diplom:i 190 I ) is mathematics instructor
and senior counsellor in the rranklin
High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

Pranci1 111/aJlmul Conrnd writes that
he has taught forty years since his
graduation from Normal in June,
1874. With the exception of one yea r,
all of this teaching service has been in
California. Mr. Conrad lives in Bell,
Calif.

Chester A. Conyers (diploma 1903)
tells us that his daughter, Miss Kathleen Conyers, will receive an M.D. deg ree from the University of Colorado
this summer. Mr. Conyers lives at
Cheyenne, Wyo.

is now in good health and has passed
he r eighty-eighth birthday. Mrs. Shilton is the mother of three boys and

/11(/d M. Fisk (diploma 1875) tells
us that he has celebrated his eighty·
eighth birthday and is in good health.
Mrs. Alire Crosby Lory who attended school at Normal some fifty
years ago was a campus visitor recently.
After looking over the present buildings, Mrs. Lory walked from Old
Main to the former home of M iss
Rachel Crothers in Bloomington. She
said this was her custom when in
school at Normal since she took elocution lessons from Miss Crothers .1t
that time.

C11r1is Pinley Pike (diploma 1894 )
is grand secretary of the Masonic

B11rley Clay f obm/011 ( diploma
1904) has one son who is a freshman
at Notre Dame, another who is a
junior at Notre Dame, and a third who
is now doing post graduate work in
law at Harvard University.
I'. '/". Ullrich (diploma 1905) recently completed twenty-live years of
service as director of the agricultural
education department in the Platteville, Wis., teachers college. In 1915
the department had but three graduates. Today twenty-two seniors are
looking toward the graduation exercise<.;
in June, and 130 students are taking
the college agriculture courses.

Grand Lodge, Boise, Idaho.

W illiam H. D. J\leier (diploma
1896) has retired from teaching and
is devoting his entire time to the writ-

ing of biology textbooks. Mr. Meier
lives at Framinghan\ Mass.
H. f.. iVailJ (diploma I 898) was
recently reelected president of the
International Retired Teachers Association at St. Petersburg, Fla. The
group formed three years ago brings
together retired teachers from foreign
countries as well as the United States.
Litera ry and social programs are held
during the resort season in Florida.
Miss Lydia Colby (diploma 1899)
of Geneseo spent the past winter in
California.
Miss Lilian l?ea11gh Gray (diploma
l 90 l) is an instructor in the Harrison
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Dr. and Mrs. Samuel A. Blackburn

(Sa11111el A. Blarkb11nr, degree 19 17;
l'l.rie M. Clark, diploma 1907) report
that they now have a granddaughter,
Barbara Ann, daughter of their son
Clark. They hope to visit Normal
durint- the latter part of the summer.
Dr. Blackburn is completing his
twenty-second year of teachinp: in the
No rth Texas State Teachers College,
Denton.

J,1111es Henry S111i1h ( diploma 1907)
who is director of training, State
Teachers College, Oshkosh, Wis., recently published a new text-workbook
entitled "Combination Arithmetic."
El111er Geor,ge Gingerich (di ploma
1907 ) is owner of a service station at
Okmulgee, Okla. He writes that his
only connection with the schools is

that formed through his association
with the board of education as treasurer for the past eight yea rs.

Robert I?. H11delso11 (diploma
1908) , who is assistant dean of ag riculture, University of Illinois, received
his Ph.D. degree in February, 1939.
Friends will be saddened to learn of
the death of H arry W. DeMoss, husband of Margaret Eliza K11r1z (diploma 1909). Mrs. DeMoss is living
on a farm near Plains, Kans. She tells
us that one of her boys is working fo r
a master's degree at the tead1ers college, Pittsburg, Kans.

Fr,mk / . D11Prai11 (diploma 1910)
is assistant superintendent of schools
at Pontiac, Mich. His daughter, Jean,
will enter ·M ichigan State next fal l.
D o II a Id V a11 Pelle// ( diploma
19 10) , a teacher of social science in
the Tuscon, Ariz., high school, has
been spending the past winier in Palo
Alto, Calif., working on his doctor's
degree.
Miss Be11lah Be11(,eld (degree 19 1I)
is head of the mathematics department
in the Washington High School,
Washington, Ind.
Mrs. Lee J. Karr ( Rae Goelzer,
diploma 19 1I) has a boy, Jean P.
Karr, who is a junior in the University
High School, Normal, and a daughter,
Carol Ann, who is now in the sixth
grade. Mrs. Karr lives near Shirley.
Mrs. Carroll I. Ha rris (Grace Ellen
Brown, diploma 19 12) of 746 East
Fifth Street, Long Beach, Calif.,
writes, ··1 should like to have any I. S.
N . U. friends call on me when in
California."

Earl Bowyer (diploma 1913) writes
that his youngest daughter will be
graduated from Denison U niversity
in June. His other daughter was
graduated from Ohio State University
in 1935. Mr. Bowyer is a representative of M. & R. D ietetic Laboratory,
Columbus, 0 ., and tells us that he
often wonders '"what J"d be doing had
I remained in the teaching profession."
Ralph H. McBride (diploma 1916)
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lln iWlemortam
1'.·frs. CharJOttc Blake M}'crs {diploma 1871) d ied :M arch 20 in he r home,
315 Vcrmjlio n Street. Streator.
1'.·!rs. M yers, o ne o f the oldest alumnae o f Normal Un ive rsity, taught for a
number of years follo wing her graduati on from Normal. Married to Edward
M yers June 22, 1882, s he was the mothe r of six children, four daughters and
two sons, all of whom survive he r.
Miss Eunice Corwinc (diplo ma 1874 ) passed away Mo nda y, May I, :H the
ho me o f her nieces, the Misses Mabel, Bes~. and Nell Corwinc, in Springfield.
Miss Corwinc for si xty-five years made her home in Linco ln where for many
years she taug ht in the Central School and later became :tssistant in the public
libra ry.

Harry J. Peairs (hi~h school 1887) died Thursday, 1farch 23, at the Prcsb}'·
terian Hospital, Pittsburgh, ,Pa.
After leaving Normal , Mr. F'e ai rs was a teacher for two years and then went
to Pittsburgh where he was in the emplO)' o f a steel compn ny for two years. He
later became associated with the Second Nntiona l Bank. which was consolidated
with the First National Bank in 1913. and at the time of his last illness had a
perfect attendance for twenty-five years with the bank.
Su rviving is one brother, Dr. Ra lph P . Peairs (high sch ool 1896), two
brothers and two sisters having preceded him in death.
Mrs . Carrie M. Carpenter (diploma 1896) died Sunda)•. April 9. in Peoria.
Her body was taken to her home at H enry, where the fune ral was held Ap ril 11.
Mrs. Carpente r taught mathenrntics in the Henr)' schoo ls fo ll owing her
graduatio n fro m Normal. She res ided in Normal for fourteen years, spent o ne
year in Ca lifornia, and then returned to Henry to make her home.
She is su rvived by two bro thers, John Hartcnbo wer, who lives in Oklahoma,
and Geo rge Hart enbowcr o f Ch icago. A d aughter, Mi ss Elsie Carpenter, preceded he r in death.
Miss Flo rence May Corman (diploma 1900) died March 23, 1939, at Brokaw
Hospital.
For the past sixteen years she had resided with her sis ter. Mrs. F. Vi/ . Mont•
go me ry, 151 7 East Gro ve Street. Bloomi ngton.
Miss Corman was born Feb. 12, 1876. in Bloom ingt on . A teache r in the
Bloomington p ublic schools for thirty-six }'ears, she spe nt her ent ire life in
Bloomington.
Miss Emma Sparks (diploma 1913) died at the home o f hCr sister in Ohlman
Feb. 27, 1939_
Jul ius Barr, son of Oren Barr (degree 191 3) . was one of ten persons killed
near Olde r. W ash., rece ntly when a Boei ng stratoliner plunged to earth from :w
alti tude o f nea rly two miles.
His father, Ore n Barr, is a member o f the teachers college faculty at Pittsburg, Kans.
Miss Le1a Norris passed awa}' Tuesda}', Apri l 11 , at her home, 104 W est
Irving Avenue, Normal.
Miss Norris attended the universi t)' for severa l years :1fter her ,i.:raduation
from the Normal Comrnunit)' High School in 19 15. She was a lifelong resident
o f Normal. Her fa ther and o ne brother, Mearl, survive.
Mrs. M)1 ron W. Warre n (Pauline K inney, degree 1935) died J anuar}' 23,
1939.
P ri0r to her ma rriage in 1938, M rs. W:trren !aught in the Saunemin High
School.
Mrs . J o hn W. Cook. wido w o f Dr. J o h n W. Cook who se rved a s J>residcnt
of the Illinois State Normal University fro m 1890 until 1899, died March ,f
in Chicago at the home o f her son- in- law, D r. H enry Gordan G ale o f the
University o f Chicago.
Mrs. Cook's broth er-in-law, Charles E. H ovey, was the first president o f
Normal Univcrsi l)'.

is completing his eighteenth year as
director of industrial a rts in the hig h
school at Clarkdale, Ariz.
Thomas /\-1. Eaton (d iploma 19 17 )
is a member of the House of Represen28

tatives from California. Mr. Eaton is
the second Norma l grad uate in Congress at the present time, No"h M.
M,uon ( degree 1925) of Oglesby also
being a member of the legislative body.

Mrs. Eaton was formerly 1-va Gertmde
B11rdick (diploma 1918) .
Mrs. Myron E. Farley (E11la Grace
Cl,,yton, d iploma 1917) reports that
she has four child ren- one g irl, a hig h
school senior; another, a hig h school
freshman, and two boys in g rade
school. She adds, "We think the farm
the best place ever to live."
Miss Leona M ae frye ( d iploma
19 17) has a general insurance agency
in Secor.

h ed IV. IY/alker (diploma 19 17)
of Pasadena, Calif., has completed a
study of Mexican music for his
master's thesis at the University of
Southern California. He tells us that
the assembling of this data has been
carried out over a ten.yea r period. Mr.
Walker also writes, "I arrived at Normal in 1914 with about S25 and left
for Jackson vi Ile, Fla., in September
19 17 with about the same. At present
I have about the same-$25."
Miss Mm-y l,1,,rgarel J?o,,,h (diploma I 917 ) is president of the South
Central Division of the Illinois Education Association. Miss Roach tells
us that other officers of the d ivision
are E. C. Co'1tney (deg ree 1925 ) , vicepresident ; Miss Grace W"lton (diploma I923), secretary, and Bmce
IV heeler ( diploma 1922) , treasurer.

W ayne S. Moore (diploma 19 18)
is stationed at Boston, Mass., where he
is captain of engineers, U. S. Army.
Miss Eula Louise Rethom ( diploma
1920 ) is the third g rade c ritic teacher
;n the Geneseo State Normal School,
Geneseo, N. Y.

M rs . Ruby Kregor Com·tright
T jaden (diploma 1920) completed
twenty-five years of teaching February
I , 1938 , has now retired, and spent
the past winter in California. H er
husband is mathematics instructor in
t he Rockford Hig h School.
Miss R111h Berry ( d iploma 1921 )
writes that she is teaching for her
fourteenth year in the M t. Morris
ele mentary school.

Glen P'1rkin (1 923- 1928) has been
elected president of t he J unior Chamber of Commerce, Wisconsin Rapids,
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W is. He is associated in business with
an insurance company in that city.

Mrs. G . 0. Ehresman (Eula Mar·
gare/ Botkin, diploma 1924) tells us
that she is now living at Smithfield.
Mrs. Ehresman hopes to return to
Normal for Homecoming some time in
the future.
M rs. Christ C. Hess ( Florence
Blackb11m, degree 1925 ) is now living
on a farm near East St. Louis. She
reports that her two sons, Roy, age

five, and Everett, age three, have been
her "joy and task" since she left the
teaching field nearly seven years ago.

Mrs. Louis E. Nantkes ( father 0 '
Donnell, diploma 1925 ) tells us that
her husband is owner of the Community Natu ral Gas Company at Nokom is. Thei r one child, born March
2, 1939, died at the age of ten days.
Miss BeJJie 1-/ibarger (degree 1926)
has her eighth book now in the hands
of publishers. All of her works are
concerned with supplementary reading
materials for elementary school children. Her most recent p ub lication tells
of a 30,000 mile tou r by automobile
through T exas.

Leon L!,gar ( diploma 1926) of
Bartlesville, Okla., tells us that he is
no longer teaching but is associated
with the Phillips Petroleum Company
as head of the tax section. H is adJ ress
is 1616 Jennings Street.
Homer Hurst (degree 1927) plans
to begin the study for his doctor's degree this summer. Mr. Hurst teaches
at Martinsville.
Miss LoiJ Hea1;ler (diploma 1927)
is surgical supervisor in the City H ospital, No. I, St. Louis, Mo.

Glen A. Deland (degree 1927) ,
principal of the Georgetown High
School, writes that there are two Normal graduates on h is facu lty, Paul
Gorman (degree 1932) and Miss
Virginia Ward (degree 1938). Mr.
D eland is planning a trip to Mexico
City this summer.
Ralph Kober (degree 1927) is
teaching biology in the Alton H igh
School. Mr. Kober taught for ten years
at Vandalia after h is graduation from
Normal.
MAY,
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Mrs. William W. Rice ( Ne1ha Olive
Braden, diploma 1927) tells us that
she and her husband operate a store
and service station near Decatur. They
have three child ren, two boys and one
girl.
Miss Harriet Lo11i1e Bolinger ( degree 1928) plans to attend the University of Missouri summer session for
the thi rd consecutive year.

Le1Iie 111/. H ewill ( degree I 928)
reports that he is head of the mathematics department in the Wayne,
Mich., high school. Wayne is about
ten miles from Detroit. Mr. Hewitt
was married September 3, I 938 to
Mary C. Mangor of Jackson, M ich.
Miss father N. l?obinson (diploma
1928) was in charge of the craft shop
at Cheley's Colorado camp last summer, and will be at East Bay Camp,
Lake Bloomington, this year.

Olen Leo Smith (degree 1928) has
been superintendent of schools at
Plymouth for the past nine years. He
was elected to the office of county
superintendent of schools, Hancock
County, in March, 1939.
Mrs. Gilbert Stewart (Lavina Overhol1, diploma 1928) of Vienna, Va.,
was a campus visitor Tuesday, April
25 . Mrs. Stewart is employed in the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing at
Washington, D. C. After graduating
from Normal she obtained an A.B.
degree from George Washington University. She is the mother of two sons.

Clarence D. Blair (degree 1930)
was recently elected county superinten•
dent of schools in St. Clair County.
M r. Blair is president of the St. Clair
County I. S. N . U . Club.
R,;y Moore (degree 1930) , who is
coach and physical education instructor
at Monticello, la., visited the campus
this spring.
Warren D. Kttsler (degree 1930 )
tells us that he has a brother, Gerald,
graduating from Normal this year.
Max, another brother, is a junior at
I. S. N. U.
Miss Elizabeih E. Comwell (diploma 1931) plans to attend the New
York fair this summer. Miss Cornwell
teaches in K ankakee.

Edw,ml Gordon Graham (degree
1931 ) hopes to attend the Commencement activities this year. He is at
present an interviewer in the Indiana
State Employment Service, Linton, Ind.
Cottrlney C. Longworlh ( diploma
I 931) is employed in the traffic department of the City of Peoria.
1-Jm·ley Seybold (degree 1931 ) , who
is superintendent of schools at Edin•
burg, reports that he is the father of ,
boy born April 19, 1939.
Miss Dorothy Davi1 ( diploma
1932) has been employed as a substitute teacher in East Peoria this
winter.

Alber/ L. Hann (degree 1932)
expects to receive his master's degree
from the University of Illinois this
summer. He is principal of the high
school at Armington.
William f. DeJ\'iik ( 1932-1934), a
senior in the George Washington L1.w
School, Washington, D . C., recently
passed his bar examination. Mr. DeMik is at present employed in the
international revenue bureau, U . S.
treasury department. Mrs. DeMik
( Elizabeih A. Leather1, diploma 1934)
is employed by the government as a
stenographer for the Veteran's Administration. Mr. and Mrs. DeMik
have a baby girl named Elaine Janice.
l?ichard S. Nelle (degree 1933) reports that his second son, Donald
Edward, was born March 24, 1939.
Mr. Nelle is eniployed as assistant
sanitary engineer, Division of Sanitary
Engineering, Springfield.
M iss Francn Choyce (degree 1933)
will receive her Master of Arts degree
from Columbia University this summer. .
M r. and Mrs. E. F. Baroody ( Elizabeih Jones, degree 1933) sailed on the
Queen Mary March 24 for London
and the East. T he couple plans to
visit Syria, the former home of Mr.
Baroody before returning to this
country.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hancock (Ella
Mae J?ounlhal, degree 1933) are the
parents of a boy born February 12,
1939. The young man has been named
John David.
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Marlin 1'. H erbert (degree 1933)
renews his subscription to the Quarterly and tells us tha t he has enjoyed the
articles and pictures too much during
the past two years to think of doing
without the magazine. Mr. Herbert 's
teaching at Beardstown.

Joe N. Gerber (degree 1934) , who
is p rincipal of the Witt High School,
has received a fellowship from George
Peabody College for Teachers, and
plans to work on his doctor's degree at
that institution next year.
)Ii' ard C. Johnson ( degree 1934 )

will complete the work for his master's
degree at Pennsylvania State College
this summer.
Wendell E. Oliver (degree 1934 )
when answering the data sheet enclosed
in the News Leiter, tells us that the
date of his marriage is not ascertained

and says, "Let's talk about the present."
Freeman Lathrop (1 934- 1936) re-

ceived his bachelor's degree from the
University of Michigan in June 1938
and the degree of Mastery of Forestry
in February 1939. H e was graduated
with honors and elected a member of
the Sigma X i fraternity. At present
he is in the employ of the H. M. Spain
Company of Memphis, Tenn.
Ralph F. Donaldson (degree 1935 ),
instructor in education at the Florida

State College for Women, has written
and produced two plays, '"Magic
Clouds" and 'Tangled Shoe Strings.""
Miss Evelyn Ellinger (deg ree 1935)
plans to attend the San Francisco fair
this summer and stop on her way back
at Fort Collins, Colo., for six weeks
of graduate study. Miss Ellinger
teaches in Minier.
Miss Eveline l'irth (degree 1935 )
plans a trip to Canada and the N ew
York fa ir this summer.
Miss Eibel Harm on (degree 1935 )
resigned her teaching position at

Marriages
Mary Weldon (1 905-1907) to
Richard J. Raycraft. At home
Bloomington.
Virginia T11mer ( 1924- 1925) to
Elmer Fawley. At home McLean.
Esther Berg (1924- 1926) to Wilber
Ross. At home Taylorville.
l..ila T oombs (1924- 1928) to Russell B. Phelps. At home Springfi eld.
Lydia Campbell (1929-1930) to
George Carter. At home Thawville.
Dorothy Jean McReynolds (diploma
1930) to William B. Falkingham.
At home Lexington.
Martha Elizabeth Smith ( 19321933) to Bernard C. Walsh.
At home Fowler, Ind.
Etlnd Aileen l?eep ( d iploma 1933)
to Ardmon L. Andrews. At
home Paxton.
Elizabeth Rohlfing ( d iploma 1934 )
to Charles Edwards. At home
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Paxton.
N orma S11e Gronemeier ( degree
1934) to Jack l?ouel/er (degree

1934 ). At home Oak Park.
N,uline Schlosser ( 1935-1936) to
Maurice C. Losey. At home
Streator.
Margery Mays (1935-1938) to John
C. Howell. At home Leroy.
Mary Irene M ortimer (1936-1938)
to Earl Arnold Straub. At home
Ellsworth.
Lo11i,e Alspach ( 1937-1939) to
l?irh,ml Kavanagh ( 1935- 1939) .
At home Normal.
l?O)' 1\fcKno,un Thompson (deg ree
1937) to Ellen Quigg Lundh.
At home Lane.
/?obert Pax (degree 1938) to
Louise Strange. At home Coal
City.
Alta Parsom (deg ree
Albert W . Cobe.
Chicago.

1939) to
At home

Whitehall and is now Girl Scout leader
in the Yosemite N ational Park.
111/i fJon 111/. S!ampe (deg ree 1935)
of Cornell reports that the maintenance
of hybrid corn test plots has been
a fine project for the local F. F. A.
He says the students were able 10
attend the International Livestock Exposition on the proceeds obtained from
their work by this method, and adds
that they are also buying some livestock.
Le1\far Greene (degree 1936) has
been coaching and teaching commercial
subjects in the T able Grove Hig h
School for the past few years.
Alfred L. Pal11ter (degree 1936)
will attend the National Red Cross
Aqu atic School

again

this summer.

Mr. Palmer teaches in the high school
at Harrisburg.
E. E. Alexander (diploma 1937) is
now assistant sales_ manager of Boweys
Jnc., Chka_go, rnanufacturers of Dari•
Rich products.

Miss Alm-y Lo11ise Barger (degree
193 7), who has been teaching at Morrison, will be head of the Eng lish department in the Mt. Carroll High
School the coming year.
Miss Bemadine Benson ( degree
1937) tells us that she is office manager
for Warren County Memorial Park
Ce,neteries, Monmouth.

f. Evans (deg ree 1937)
from Lahaina, Hawaii, that he
like to have the names of I. S.
alumni residing in Hawaii. Mr.
hopes to be of assistance in

1/i'ilbe,·

writes
would
N. U.
Evans

forming an alumni club on the islands.

V emon C. Beier ( degree 1938 ) of
Toulon; Donald D . H11ghes (19321935 ) of Randalia, Ia., and Miss
Frieda J. Giese (deg ree 1938) of
Edwardsville, all plan to do graduate
work at the University of Illinois this
summer.
l?obert l'aiffhild (deg ree 1938) ,
who has been teaching at Mazon the

past year, plans to attend the Iowa
State College this summer. Chm-Jes
Kippe11ha11 (deg ree 1938), who is
employed in the same high school, will
be in school at Northwestern University.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERL Y

Alumni News Exchange
Le,Jer Lmge ( degree l938) tells us
that his Mahomet H ig h School athletic
teams will meet those of Sadorus next
year, coached by Ke1111e1h Br11111111
( degree 1939) .
[d111,ml Le111ick (degree 1938) has
recently accepted an appointment as
teacher in the St. Charles School for
Boys.
Miss 117,md" Lo,·e,,cki ( degree 1938)
had a group of he r oil paintings on exh'bit in the library at LaSalle this
winter as well as in the university art
department at Normal.
/\lcmse/ Danford (degree . 1938)
writes, "In the May NewJ Lener was
an a rticle telling of various subjects
which teache1s must be able to teach
in a three-year hig h school. I th'nk I
c1n Jio that one better.
''Since January 3, I have been employed in a rural two-year hi ~h school,
teaching Eng lish I, Eng lish I I, ancient
h i st o r y, modern histo ry, algebra,
geometry, and general science. I also
act as principal of the high school and
the adjoining g rade rooms, coach
athletics and dramatics. And I have,
of necessity, taken cha rge of a Sunday
School class and played a prominent
part in an old-fashioned revival meeting. I also sing in the co1nmunity
quartette."

Miss Belly Marlin (degree 1938 )
writes that she and / ohn A. Dohm
( degree 1938) cover the city hall and
report "against each other" for two
Decatu r newspapers.
Wi/li"m T. M"hl (degree 1938) is
the father of a baby g irl born in Apri l,
1939.
f'ranriJ Oa/es (degree 1938 ) will
study at the U niversity of Iowa this
summer.

Miss J\largare/ S10111e/l ( deg ree
1938) completes the work for her
master's degree at the University of
Chicago in June.
Miss J\1ary S"e 111/hiie ( degree
1938 ) and Miss Virginia Boyle (degree 1938) plan to attend the New
York University camp at L1ke Sebago,
N. Y .. for six weeks this summer.

MAY, 1939

The Practical Application of Science
by Gle1111 A. Greatho11Se
Illinois State N ormal University was selected by the writer as the first
stop for the ac9uirement of higher knowledge. The four years spent at
Normal taught him many things that were not attained through textbooks.
The contacts with teachers, especially those of science, aroused a curiosity
for the "whys" of nature's fundamental plant problems. The desire to be
an investigator in plant science, took him to the University of Illinois and
ultimately to Duke University, University of Maryland, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture for fu rther knowledge and experience in the re-

lated sciences, i.e., chemistry, physics, biochemistry, biophysics, and mathematics.
The plant physiologist recognizes more and more the importance of the
application of physics and chemistry to fundamental plant problems,
realizi ng that a mastery of botany, physics, chemistry, and mathematics
will aid in t he understand ing of the living cell. Rene Descartes said, " If,
therefore, anyone wishes to search out the truth of things in serious earnest,
he ought not to select one special science; for all sciences arc conjoined
with each other and interdependent." The experience of the writer, as
a teacher of biophysics and as a research worker in the field of biophysics
and biochemistry, bears out the statement of Descartes.
The editor of our Alumni Quarterly has asked ,ne to write a few words
on my recent research studies.*
The adaptability of foreign and domestic red clover to the environmental conditions of Maryland has been· one of the problems stud ied.
Unadapted red clover seed has been one of the causes for the reduction in
the acreage of red clover sown in the United States. The normal demand
for red clover seed in the United States is greater than the amount which
is annua lly produced in this country. Conse9uently seed is imported. In
view of this situation, the question of adaptability of seed becomes highly
important.
A comparison of the properties of the foreign and t he domestic red
clover varieties indicated that the adaptability to cold was associated with
a larger unfrcczable-frcezable water ratio and osmotic pressure value ; a
s lightly higher p H value; greater concentration of total sugars, dextrins,
starch, and total and non-protein nitrogen ; a lower moisture content and
specific conductance value. The other determined carbohydrates, sud, as
pectin, pentosans, and hemicellulose, as well as the proteins and ash, were
frequently g reater in the non-adaptable clover.
T he most recent problem has been a study of t he resistance or immunity
of certain plan.ts to a disease kn.own as, Phym"101rich11111 0111nivoru111
(Shear) Duggar. Phym11101rich11111 omnivontm is a distinctly southwestern
d isease which· has a host range of approximately 1,800 species of plants.
The average annual loss from P. 011mi11on1111 on all kinds of plants in
the southwest is estimated to be about $150,000,000.
Our investigations report the first che,nical compound to be isolated
from plants resistant to Phy11}(1/0lrichum omnivormn and shown experi•
mentally to inhibit the growth of the organism at concentrations far lower
than that found in the plant. Fifteen d ifferent alkaloids have been isolated
and identified from resistant plants. Some of t hese compounds completely
inhibited the growt h of the fungus at a concentration of 5 to 10 p.p.m.
Other chemical groups as phenols, esters, fatty acids, etc. have been
isolated and studied.

*A

list o f publications result ing from these s tudies will be furn ished by the

editor o f the Qu:utcrly upon request.
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AMERICA STILL CALLS

FRESHMAN TESTS AT I. S. N. U.

Author of Geography of Illino is, The Use
o f Maps, and TI1e Use of Globes, Dr. Frederick

Dr. Stanley S. Marzolf came to Norma l in
the fall of 1937 as assistant professor o f psycho logy from Ohio State University. He had
served as a psychologist in the Department of
Public Welfare, Ohio, as well as in the state
university.

K. Branom is co-author of a number of texts
and has written articles for various educational
magazi nes. He is at present head of 1he social
science department in the Chicago Teachers

College.
After completing his wo rk at Normal in 1915,
Dr. Branom obtained a master's degree from
the University of Chicago and a Ph.D. degree
fro m Clark University.

The universi ty T ests Committee composed of
D r. C. F. Malmberg, Prof. C. N . Mills, Prof.
Clarence Orr, Dr. Rose E. Parker, and Miss
Esther Vinson is now headed by Dr. 1'-farzolf
as chairman.

ROSES IN CHINA
PERSONALIZED TRANSCRIPTIONS
Almost continuously since 1913. Miss Minnie
Vautrin, '07, has taught in China. First :1ssociate<l with a school for girls at Luchowfu for
five years, Miss Vautrin returned to China after
a year's furlough in the United States to become
a member of the Ginling College faculty. She
has served both as dean 3nd 3cting president o f
the Nanking school and now carries on her
instructio n at the origin3l college s ite although
most of the institution's work has been tr3ns•
ferred to another section of China.
Miss Vautrin was graduated from the Uni.
versity of Illinois after leaving Normal and re•
ceived her master's <legree from Co lumbia University in 1919.

Dr. Marion E. Herriott is principal of the
Central Junior High School, Los Angeles, Calif.,
a school with an enrollment of approxi,nately
2,000 pupi ls. He has been a regular contributor
to educational jo urnals and serves as editor of
The Educatio nal Scene, a professional journal
published in Hollywood, Calif.
A teacher in the Universities o f California and
Southern California during a number of summer
sessions, Dr. Herriott received degrees from the
University of Chicago, University of Missouri,
and University of Illino is after graduating fro m
the two•yea.r course at Normal in 1916.

Directory of I. S. N. U. Club Officers
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
President, Howard Sharp, Junior Hi~h School, Champaign; Vice-President, Miss Viq.;inia \Vcber, Champaign ; Secretary, Miss Vera Nofftz, 806 South Third
Avenue, Champaign; Treasurer, Ralph A. Shick, 407
Ease Stoughton, Champaign.
CHICAGO
Prcsidcnc, Miss Amelia Hirschi, 2207 South Austi n
Boulevard, Cicero; Vice-President, Melvin Story,
Chicago H eiJ:hts; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Ruth
Brown, 2207 South Austin Boulevard, Cicero: Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Mamie Likeness,
Berwyn; Executive Board, Miss Imogene Nonon,
Chicago H eights; Miss Virginia Stoner, Blue Island:
Everett Hoh , D owners Grove: Miss Marr Van
Voons, Derwrn ; Miss Rebecca Springston, Oak Park;
W' arne Wipcrt, Palatine; Haerr G. Spear, 6504 lnglcsi<le A venue, Chicai,;o.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
P resident, Miss Myra P . Ellenberger, Tar lon•ille ; ViccPrcsidcnt, Miss Lucille Entsminger, Tar lorvillc ;
Sc<.·rernrr, Miss J anet McKean, Mt. Auburn ; Treasurer, Rudolph E. leasman, Pana.
DE WITT COUNTY
P resident, Miss Lela Rainer, 2 l91/2 South Quincr, Clinton; Vice-President, Mrs. Mabel Mire, 6o9 North
Jackson, Clinton; 5ecretar)', Mrs. William Powell,
630 West Jefferson, Clinton; Treasurer, Everett Ryan,
Wapella.
FOR!) COUNTY
Prcsid ~nt, Fiord Hevener, Piper City; Vice-President,
Charles S. Hamm, Dewe)' i Secretary-Treasurer, Miss
Frances Bloomstrand, Loda.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, Paul Hudelson, Chebanse; Vice-President,
Leonard Keefe, Chebanse; Secrecary-Treasurer, Miss
Helen Fairweather, Sheldon. Executive Board members, Miss Alta Siemons, Gilman, and L)•le Hutton,
Onarga.
KANE COUNTY
Presidem, M iss Lillian Sweet, Geneva; Vice-President,
W . L. Goble, 137 N. Channing Street, Elgin; Secretary, Miss Geraldine Urch, Batavia; Treasurer, Miss
Ruby Simpson, Auro ra.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Miss Mat)' Lou Allen, 645 East Hickory,
Kankakee ; V ice-President, Mrs. Evelyn Po rter, Momence ; Sec retary-Treasurer, Earl LaGesse, BradJe)'·
LA SALLE COUNTY
President, Ralph E. Weber, 405 Second Avenue, Ottawa;
Vice-President, Miss Eleanor Pearson, Ottawa ; Secretar>•-Treasurer, Miss Grace K ollar, Streator.
LIVINGSTON COUNTY
President, Lowell Mapes, Long Point i Vice-President,
AJfred Andreae, Saunemin ; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss
Inez Butz, Dwight.
LOGAN COUNTY
President, Robert Turner, Lincoln; Vice-Preside nt, Miss
Frances Mantle Lincoln; Secretary, Miss Helen Musa
Kent, Latham; ' Treasurer, Georµe Irvine, Hartsburg.
MACON COUNTY
President Miss Virginia Ashenfelter, 1332 North War•
ren St;eet, Decatur; Vice-Preside nt, Miss V irg inia
Schob)', 22 East Drive, The Elms, Decatur ; Secretar)',
Francis Brown 627 West Wood Street, Decatur;
Treasure r, Mis~ Mary Jane Atwood, Junio r High
School, D e<atur.

MACOUPIN COUNTY
President, J ohn K. P rice, Mount Olive ; Vice-Preside~t,
Richard Fiocd1i, Virden; Secretary-Treasurer, M1ss
Evelyn Firth, Gillespie.
MAD I5ON COUNT Y
President, Orville Brunjes, 448 fi fth Avenue, \'lood
River; Vice-President, H arold Homann, Highland ;
Secretary, Miss Laurine Pierson, Edwardsville; T reasurer, Jvan L. Rehn, 2514 Sanford, Alton.
McLEAN COUNTY
President, Chris Harpster, J. S. N. U.; first ViccPresident, Roy E. Ramseyer, 1214 East Grove Street,
Bloominµ ton ; Second Vice-President, Miss Geoq.:ina
Bcazler, Mans6eJd ; Secretary, Miss Dora .M unson,
1222 East Washington, Bloomington ; T reasurer,
Harris Dean, Principal of Hiµh School, Heyworth.
PEORIA COUNTY
President, \'qaltcr S. Adams, ChiJlicothc; Secretarr,
Miss Susie Jones, 144 South Eleanor Place, Peoria ;
Treasurer, Miss Olµa Janssen, 721 West Nebraska,
Peoria.
PIA'IT COUNTY
President, D wight W ilke)', White H eath; Vice-President, Rarmo nd Quinlan, Mo nticello ; Secretary, Miss
Edith Estes, Monticello; Treasurer, Miss Gerald ine
Keres, Cerro G o rdo.
ST. CLAIR COUNTY
President, Clarence D. Blair, 522 South Douglas, Belleville; Vice-President, Miss A lma Wagner, 309 South
Charles, Belleville; Secretar)', Miss Marie Schade,
524 North Illinois, Belleville ; Treasurer, Miss Helen
H opkins, 627 Veronica, East St. Louis.
SANGAMON COUNTY
President, Miss Mary Sedlak, 153 1 South 15th Street,
Springfield; Vice-President, Miss Mabel Ackerman,
1430 South First Street, Springfield ; Secretary, Miss
Mario n Drennan, Auburn; Miss Yvonne P urcell,
Auburn.
TAZEW ELL COUNTY
President, J oseph Arnold, East Peoria; Vice-President,
Albert Hanes, Arn1ington; Secretary-Treasurer, M iss
Alice Hansen, Pekin.
VERMILION COUNTY
President, Miss Ruth Flynn, 8l8 North Franklin, Danville; V ice-President, Joe Sailor, Oakwood; Secretary,
Miss Lo is Jo nes, 417 Kimball, Danv~l~e; Treasu_rer,
M iss Frances Lathrope, 409 N. Vern11lton, Danvtlle.
W ILL COUNTY
President, Paul Mapes, 426 Strong, Joliet; Vice.President, Miss Lucille Dillon, Braidwood; SecretaryTreasurer, M iss Marcita H aJkyard, 221 North Eastern,
J oliet; Executive Board members, Miss Margaret
Bolton, l027 W ilcox, J oliet, and Paul L. Smoot, 6 13
Grant, J oliet.
SOUTHEASTERN
President H enderson May, Olney ; Vice-President,
James H o lley, Allendale; Secretary, Esther Ring land,
Noble; Treasurer, Harry Dunham, Enfield.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
President Wilbur W. Bussong, 3374 S)'lanhurst Drive,
CJevel~nd; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Clelia Sadler,
11843 Lake Avenue, Cleveland.
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
President, Mrs. Jessie Peasley Scott, 406 Fifth_ Avenu.e
North St. Petersburg (December-March); V1ce-Pres1dent H. E. Waits, Ludingt0n, Michigan; Secretary,
Mrs.' Nimrod Mace, Towanda, Jllinois.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
President--William Small, Petersburg
Vice-President--William McKnight, Bloomington
Secretary-Treasurer--Mrs. C. H. Adolph, Normal

